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ABSTRACT
 
Multivariate statistical techniques were used to develop
 
models for predicting several personality dimensions for a
 
masculine and androgynous stimulus person. Aggregate data
 
from a series of sex-role experiments were used to construct
 
linear models that would predict the personality dimensions
 
of likeability, intelligence, morality, personal adjustment.
 
Sexual orientation, appropriateness and honesty and to
 
determine the relative contribution of masculinity,
 
femininity and androgyny (M X F) to each of the personality
 
dimensions. The results of Study 1 indicated that the
 
masculine and androgynous stimulus persons' ratings of
 
masculinity, femininity and androgyny can be used
 
successfully to construct a model to predict likeability,
 
intelligence, morality, adjustment, heterosexuality,
 
appropriateness and honesty. Overall, the results from
 
Study 2 did not support the findings in Study 1. The
 
possibility that a restricted range influenced the results
 
in Study 2 isi discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
 
During the past two decades research concerning sex-

roles has proliferated. A bibliographic search of the
 
Psychological Abstracts identified 9,889 articles since 1974
 
that included "sex-role" either in the title or in the
 
article abstract. This extensive literature indicates that
 
masculinity may be a primary predictor of high self-esteem,
 
, Hoffman Pidell, 1979; O'Connor, Mann & Bardwick,
 
1978) and psychological well-being (e.g., Flaherty S Dusek,
 
1980; Ne^^^^^ Taylor & Hall, 1982; Whitley, 1983,
 
19H4) the results regarding psychological well­
being are cbntroyersial (see Alain & Lussier, 1988; Bem,
 
1974, 1975, 1977; Bem & Lenney, 1976; Orlofsky S Windle,
 
1978; Rotheram & Weiner> 1983). In addition, mascuiihity is
 
positiyely related to achiieyement and leadership (e.g., Lee
 
& Scheurer, 1983; Rhue, Lynn & Garske, 1984; Wong,
 
Kettlewell & Sproule, 1985), assertiveness (e.g.,
 
Hollandsworth & Wall, 1977; Nix, Lohr & Stauffacher, 1980)
 
and alcohol consumption, (e.g., Chomak & Collins, 1987;
 
Downs, 1985).
 
Regarding androgyny, the literature suggests that
 
female subjects will eyaluate n male stimulus person who
 
displays both masculine and feminine traits mbre favorably
 
than a male stimulus person who displays only masculine
 
traits (e.g., Bridges, 1981; Jackson, 1983; Korabik, 1982;
 
Major, Carnevale & Deaux, 1981; Pursell S Banikiotes, 1978).
 
The androgynous male's apparent advantage over the masculine
 
male also extends to the description of an "ideal" male by
 
females (e.g., Buss & Barnes, 1986; Gilbert, Deutsch S
 
Strahan, 1978; Hckee & Sherriffs, 1959; Orlofsly, 1982;
 
Ruble, 1983).
 
The two studies reported here were designed to identify
 
the specific components underpinning these general findings.
 
Specifically, multiple regression techniques were used to
 
analyze the results from five experiments in order to
 
construct models that would predict the personality
 
dimensions of likeability, intelligence, morality, personal
 
adjustment, sexual orientation, appropriateness and honesty
 
for the masculine and androgynous male, and to determine the
 
relative contribution of masculinity, femininity and
 
androgyny (M X F) to each of the personality dimensions.
 
The expression of one's sex-rGle characteristics and
 
interests exerts a powerful influence on how an individual
 
responds toward others and how others respond toward that
 
individual. In an effort to specify the relationship
 
between sex-role orientation and self-esteem, Spence,
 
Helmreich and Stapp (1975) correlated two self-report
 
measures: the Personal Attributes Questionnaire (FAQ) and
 
the Texas Social Behavior Inventory (TSBI: Helmreich, Stapp,
 
& Ervin; 1974). As predicted, androgynous subjects of both
 
sexes reported the highest levels of self-esteem, followed
 
by masculine-typed, feminine-typed, and undifferentiated
 
persons. Bem (1977) found a slightly different relationship
 
between sex-role orientation, as measured by the Bem Sex
 
Role Inventory (BSRI; Bem, 1974) and self-esteem scores on
 
the TSBI. While masculine and androgynous subjects reported
 
higher levels of self-esteem than feminine and
 
undifferentiatied subjects, the relative contribution of
 
masculinity and femininity differed for males and females.
 
Specifically, self-esteem in men was significantly related
 
to masculinity, while for women self-esteem was
 
significantly related to both masculinity and femininity.
 
Continuing this line of research, O'Connor, Mann and
 
Barwick (1978) administered the PAQ and the TSBI to male and
 
female subjects between the ages of 40 and 50. They found
 
that self-esteem was related to masculinity in men and women
 
and to femininity in women, thus replicating Bem's (1977)
 
previous findings. Similar results were obtained by Hoffman
 
and Fidel1 (1979) among female subjects. Androgynous and
 
masculine women reported higher levels of self-esteem than
 
undifferentiated or feminine women, with masculinity
 
accounting for a substantial portion of the variance in
 
self-esteem ratings. It was suggested that these results
 
may reflect the greater social value placed on masculine
 
behaviors (Kelly & Worell, 1977). Thus, individuals who are
 
high in masculinity have greater success in a male dominated
 
society and therefore enjoy greater self-esteem.
 
Regarding sex-role orientation and psychologicaT wel1­
being, three models have been proposed; congruence,
 
androgyny and masculinity. The congruence model is based
 
upon the assumption that masculinity and femininity are
 
opposite poles of a single dimension. Thus, well-being
 
would occur only when an individual's sex-role orientation
 
is congruent with one's gender. The androgyny model holds
 
that masculinity and femininity are independent and
 
complementary. Within this conceptual framework well-being
 
is maximized when one has an androgynous sex-role
 
orientation. The masculinity model suggests that well-being
 
is primarily attributable to the masculinity component of
 
one's sex-role, while the femininity component does not
 
influence well-being. Flaherty and Dusek (1980) examined
 
the relationship between psychological androgyny and
 
adjustment. Subjects completed the BSRI and a semantic
 
differential scale designed to assess adjustment. Flaherty
 
and Dusek found that, for males, masculinity was the primary
 
predictor of adjustment, accounting for 19% of the total
 
variance, while for females greater adjustment was a
 
function of the integration of masculinity and femininity.
 
Lubinski, Tellgen and Butcher (1981) used hierarchical
 
multiple regression analysis to examine Bem's proposal that
 
the androgynous person would "come to define a more human
 
standard of psychological health" (Bem, 1974; p. 162). In
 
addition, they included the measurement of androgyny as an
 
interactive concept (M X P) separate from masculinity and
 
femininity. They found that masculinity was the primary
 
predictor of emotional well-being, accounting for 8% of the
 
variance. When controlling for masculinity, femininity
 
contributed significantly to the equation explaining a
 
additional 2% of the variance. Androgyny as the interaction
 
of masculinity and femininity did not significantly increase
 
the prediction of emotional well-being. In a replication of
 
the previous study Lubinski, Tellgen and Butcher (1983)
 
found that masculinity was the primary predictor of
 
psychological well-being, accounting for 28% of the
 
variance, while femininity contributed significantly to the
 
equation explaining a additional 5% of the variance.
 
Androgyny did not significantly increase the prediction of
 
psychological well-being. Interestingly, this pattern was
 
found for both women and men. Lubinski et al. argued that
 
"masculinity should be encouraged and reinforced in women
 
and men alike" (p. 437).
 
Bern (1975), however, argued that androgynous persons
 
functioned with a greater degree of flexibility in sex-role
 
related behaviors, and were healthier and better adjusted
 
psychologically. Thus, androgyny was viewed as a healthier
 
standard for men and women than the traditional masculine or
 
feminine stereotyped roles. Extending Bern's research,
 
Nevill (1977) used the BSRI to determine the subjects' sex-

role orientation and the Tennessee Self Concept Scale
 
(TSCS)> and the Personality Orientation Inventory (PCI) that
 
assessed social functioning and psychological health,
 
respectively. Nevill found that there was a strong positive
 
relationship between androgyny and social functioning and
 
psychological health. Thus, self-reported self-esteem and
 
adjustment measures showed significant positive results for
 
balanced androgynous individuals. Orlofsky and Windle
 
(1978) compared androgynous, sex-typed, cross-sex typed
 
(i.e., feminine male; masculine female) and undifferentiated
 
individuals regarding behavioral flexibility. Consistent
 
with previous findings, Orlofsky and Windle found that the
 
androgynous orientation led to greater behavioral
 
flexibility than sex-typed, cross-sex typed or
 
undifferentiated orientations. Only the balance of high
 
masculinity and high femininity lead to greater behavioral
 
flexibility.
 
Rotheram and Weiner (1983) examined androgyny and
 
satisfaction within dual-career vs. traditional
 
relationships and found that satisfaction was higher for
 
androgynous individuals, and that androgynous dual-career
 
couples had the highest satisfaction. Alain and Lussier
 
(1988) examined behavioral flexibility and adjustment to
 
divorce for masculine, feminine, androgynous and
 
undifferentiated men and women. They found that the
 
androgynous subjects had the highest level of postdivorce
 
adjustment. Senneker and Hendrick (1983) examined how a
 
bystander's help in an emergency situation may be due to the
 
subject's following sex-role expectations for that
 
situation. Consistent with the concept of behavigral
 
flexibility, the androgynous person helped more often than
 
the sex-typed person.
 
Clearly the results regarding the relationship of
 
masculinity, femininity and androgyny to well-being and/or
 
adjustment are controversial. Due to this conflict Taylor
 
and Hall (1982) conducted a meta-analysis to evaluate the
 
effectiveness of the congruence, androgyny and masculinity
 
models. They concluded that the masculine model produced
 
the most consistency and that the strength of the
 
maschlihlt^^^^ relative to femininity suggested that
 
masculinity rather than androgyny predicted well-being. The
 
congruence model was rejected since male and female
 
individuals showed remarkably similar pattern of results in
 
all the analyses. In a replication of Taylor and Hall's
 
study, Whitley (1984) conducted a meta-analysis to test the
 
adequacy of the three models of well-being. Thirty-two
 
studies that investigated the relationship between sex-role
 
orientation and depression and general adjustment were
 
included in the meta-analysis. Whitley concluded that the
 
jnnascuiinity model was superior with a moderately strong
 
relationship to lack of depression and high general
 
adjustment. Whitley found no relationship between
 
femininity and depression and only a small relationship for
 
general adjustment. In addition, no support was found for
 
the congruence model.
 
The importance of the masculinity dimension appears to
 
continue within the areas of achievement and leadership.
 
Lee and Scheurer (1983) conducted a study to evaluate the
 
relationship between sex-role orientation assessed by the
 
BSRI and three characteristics of self-image; self-

monitoring, locus of control and expectations for
 
achievement. The results indicated that overall self-

monitoring, locus of control and expectations for
 
achievement were significantly related to masculinity. Lee
 
and Scheurer concluded that it was advantageous for men and
 
women to possess the positive qualities typically termed
 
masculine. In a similar study, Nong, Kettlewell and Sproule
 
(1985) concluded that masculinity was positively related and
 
femininity was negatively related to achievement.
 
Reaffirming Lee and Scheurer's earlier conclusion, Wong et
 
al. noted that "masculine traits have a clear advantage
 
over feminine traits in achieving success in a competitive
 
society" (p. 765). Regarding leadership, Rhue, Lynn and
 
Garske (1984) had subjects rate a confederate's attraction
 
after the subject and confederate simultaneously attempted
 
to assemble cubes to match geometric designs. In addition.
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the subject was responsible for allocating leadership on the
 
task. Rhuet et al. found that females assumed less
 
responsibility for lea'dershit' thah did males^ Therefpre,
 
they concluded that leadership remained a masculine task.
 
Simitarly, irtasddlinity may piay an important role in
 
assertiveness. Nix, Ldhr and Stauffacher (1980)
 
administered the B^RI to college st\xdfents in order to obtain
 
Masculinity aadPemininity scores. Tha subj also
 
completed a selfr^repor measure of assertiyeaeSs. Nix, et
 
al. found that^ tha masculinity score was the only
 
significaht predictor Of the assertivehess score» accounting
 
for approximately 53% of the total variance.
 
Masculinity has also been found to be correlated to
 
alcohol consumption. Chomak and Collihs (1987) examined the
 
reiationship betw®®h sex-r'ol® orientatidn and alcohol
 
consumption. They found that maSculine behavior was
 
positively correlated With total alcdhol, wine, and beer
 
consumption and that the sex-role variables accounted for
 
more of the variance in alcohol consumption than did gender.
 
Femininity was associated with a decrease in drinking for
 
men and women. Chomak and Col1ins argued "the feminine sex-

role appeared to offer protection against heavy drinking
 
patterns, for both men and women" (p. 200). These results
 
were consistent with Celentano and McQueen's (1984) earlier
 
findings that feminine behaviors were associated with 1ower
 
alcohol consumption.
 
In siimmary, the evidence reviewed indicated that
 
masculine individuals may enjoy greater self-esteem and that
 
this finding might be a reflection of a male dominated
 
society in which individuals who are high in masculinity
 
have greater success. Masculine individuais are also seen
 
as having greater psychplogical well-being, but the evidence
 
is controversial. In addition, masculinity appeares to play
 
an important role in achievement, leadership and
 
assertiveness. On the negative side, masculinity has also
 
been found to be a primary predictor of alcohol consumption.
 
0;f. ..^n.d.rMQ.€[i^ny
 
Regarding interpersonal attraction and male sex-roles,
 
a ubiquitous finding within the sex-role literature has been
 
that female subjects will evaluate a male stimulus person
 
(SP) who displays both masculine and feminine traits more
 
favorably than a male SP who displays only masculine traits.
 
Bridges (1981) investigated the effect of attraction and a
 
person's sex-role orientation and found that both the
 
androgynous and sex-typed females liked the androgynous
 
males more than the masculine (sex-typed) males. Similarly,
 
Major, Carnevale, and Deaux (1981) found that the
 
androgynous SPs, as defined by the PAQ, of either gender
 
were liked the best and were judged as more "well-adjusted".
 
Competent, intelligent and successful, Korabik (1982),
 
examined the influence of sex-typed trait descriptions on
 
judgments of likableness, and found that females rated the
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masculine descripitions less favorably than feminine or
 
andfogynous ones for both male or female SPs. Jackson
 
(1983) investigated the effects of sex-role orlentation and
 
attractiveness and found the androgynous SPs were rated as
 
more likable, and better adjusted. In addition> Jackson
 
found that the androgynous SPs were rated favorably on the
 
gender-1inked dimehsions of instrumentality and expressivity
 
and on sex-neutral desirable traits.
 
Pursell and Banikiptes (1978) examined sex-roles and
 
interpersonal attraction and found that female subjects
 
rated the androgynous SPs as being more attractive than the
 
sex-stereotyped SPs. In addition, judgments concerning the
 
attractiveness of the male and female androgynous and/or
 
stereotyped individuals were closely related to the sex-role
 
orientation pf the subject. The androgynous SP was more
 
attractive to the androgynous subject while the sex-role
 
stereotyped SP was more attractive to the sex-role
 
stereotyped subject. It was also found that female subjects
 
had a greater attraction for the androgynous SPs than to the
 
stereotyped sex-fole SPs. Extehdihglearnihg theory to the
 
examination of sex-role action, Cramer, Lutz, Bartell,
 
Dragna and Helzer (in press) examined behavioral and self-

report responses of female subjects after listening to men
 
expressing masculine and feminine characteristics and
 
interests. Regarding behavioral responses, Ctramer et al.
 
found a Strikihgcbrrespondence between conventional
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learning variables and social analogs of acquisition,
 
partial reinforcement, delay of reinforcement and
 
intermittent shock. The self-report ratings indicated that
 
the comments made by the androgynous male were judged as
 
more appropriate and more honest, and he was rated as more
 
likeable, more intelligent, more moral, and more mentally
 
healthy than his masculine counterpart.
 
Kulik and Harackiewiez (1979) investigated opposite-sex
 
interpersonal attraction and found that androgynous persons
 
were rated as the most attractive on both piatonic and
 
romantic measures of liking. Females preferred the
 
androgynous males, while males preferred the androgynous
 
females for friendship (platonic) and feminine females for
 
romance. Small, Gross, Erdwins and Gessner (1979) examined
 
one's ability to like and love others of the same and
 
opposite sex, and the willingness to self-disclose to both
 
sexes. They found that androgynous individuals of both
 
sexes reported the most loving of the same sex. As noted by
 
Small et al. "this was indicative of the greater presumed
 
expressivity of feeling found in androgynous persons"
 
(p. 119).
 
In addition to interpersonal attraction> the
 
androgynous individual's apparent advantage over the
 
traditional masculine male also extends to the description
 
of an "ideal" male by females. Three decades ago, Mckee and
 
Sherriffs (1959) investigated individuals' beliefs related
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to an "ideal" male and found that women used favorable
 
masculine and feminine characteristics equally to describe
 
the "ideal" male. in a more recent study, Orlofsly (1982)
 
found 66% of the women described their "ideal" partner as
 
androgynous. Similarly, Deutsch and Gilbert (1976) examined
 
the effect of sex-role stereotypes on perception of self and
 
others and found that female subjects described their
 
"ideal" male as androgynous. Ruble (1983) asked men and
 
women to describe the "typical" and "desirable" maii and
 
woman. Ruble found that while the ratings of the
 
"desirable" man and woman given by male and female subjects
 
differed significantly on 83% of the characteristics in
 
1974, male and female subjects' desirability ratings
 
differed on only 22% of the characteristics in 1978. Thus,
 
many characteristics were becoming desirable for both males
 
and females. Gilbert, Deutsch and Strahan (1978) also found
 
that male and female subjects were in agreement about the
 
"ideal" person. Specifically, men should be higher in
 
femininity ahd women higher in masculinity than is typically
 
the case. Buss and Barnes (1986) asked females to describe
 
a potential mate and reported that women preferred a mate
 
with the following combination of masculine and feminine
 
characteristics: considerate, honest, dependable, kind,
 
understanding, fond of children, ambitious, career-oriented,
 
and well-liked. Clearly, there appears to be a strong
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tendency on the part of women to describe the ideal man as
 
androgynous.
 
In summary, the evidence reviewed indicates that
 
androgynous individuals may be seen as better adjusted, more
 
attractive, more likeable, more intelligent, more satisfied
 
within relationships, and more likely to help in an
 
emergency than are masculine males. In addition, the
 
androgynous males are also rated by both sex-typed and
 
androgynous females as more likeable on platonic and
 
romantic measures than are the masculine males, with females
 
tending to describe their ideal male as androgynous.
 
In recent years, two social movements have rejected
 
traditional sex-role distinctions. The first of these
 
movements was the rise of feminism during the last two
 
decades. As noted by Baruch, Barnett, and Rivers (1983),
 
many women recognized that home and family life were
 
important, but not the only sources of satisfaction. Thus,
 
the social Zeitgeist was changing. The second social
 
movement challenging traditional sex-role socialization was
 
the movement within psychology itself to recognize the
 
problems concerning psychology's own view of sex-roles.
 
Researchers conceptualized their studies of sex differences
 
by separating the sexes into distinct groups. Therefore,
 
they often looked for and found sex differences. As pointed
 
out by Scarr (1985), researchers were not immune to cultural
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influences. Socisiil scientists were becoming aware of the
 
need to develop a different conceptual framework for
 
discussing sex roles. Therefore, a better theory was
 
needed, one that could explain not only the sex differences
 
but the similarities between the sexes and the differences
 
within each sex as well as the reverse.
 
Traditional sex-role theory conceptualized mascuiinity
 
and femininity within the parameters of unidimensionality
 
and bipolarity. That is, masculinity and femininity were
 
unidimensional and negatively related (Hathaway S McKinley,
 
1943; Strong, 1943; Termin & Miles, 1936). Regarding
 
bipolarity, personal adjustment and mental health were
 
defined by the adherence to the gender appropriate pole of
 
the masculine-feminine continuum. Psychology had adopted
 
the biological dimorphism and early investigation of sex-

roles focused on sex differences (Komarovsky, 1950; Lynn,
 
1959) and sex-role stereotypes (Rosehkrantz, Bee, Vogel,
 
Broverman & Broverman, 1968; Sherriffs & Jarrett, 1953).
 
The examination of these endpoints led researcher to
 
challenge the traditional assumptions and introduced the
 
possibility of a multidimensional model of masculinity and
 
femininity (Bern, 1974; Block, 1973; Constantinople, 1973;
 
Heilbrun, 1976; Jenkin & Vroegh, 1969). Thus, masculinity
 
and femininity may coexist within an individual*s
 
personality at independent levels, The integration of
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ntasculine and feminine components within an individual was
 
termed "androgyny".
 
Androgyny has been frequently measured by the four-way
 
category system developed by Sandra Bem in 1974. Within
 
this balance or modulation model of androgyny, masculinity
 
and femininity were viewed as extreme dimensions. That is,
 
when masculinity and femininity were present each dimension
 
balanced the influence of the other. As a result,
 
psychological androgyny was viewed as an integration of both
 
masculinity and femininity within the same individual.
 
Androgyny was defined as a high score on both the
 
masculinity and femininity dimensions. By contrast, an
 
individual who scored high on masculinity and low on
 
femininity was classified as "masculine", while an
 
individual who scored low on masculinity and high of
 
femininity was labeled "feminine". An individual who
 
received low scores on masculinity and femininity was
 
classified as undifferentiated.
 
The most common measures of androgyny have utilized
 
this four-way category system. These measures include the
 
Bem Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI;Bem, 1974), the Personal
 
Attributes Questionnaire (FAQ; Spence/ Helmreich & Stapp,
 
1975), the Personality Research Form ANDRO scale (PRF;
 
Berzins, Welling, S Wetter, 1978), and the Masculinity and
 
Femininity scales from the Adjective Check List (ACL,
 
Heilbrun,1976). Because these measures rely upon similar
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definitions and yield the same four; seK-role 0ategories, the
 
inventories have been used almost in y in some
 
research. But it is important to note that while purporting
 
to measure androgyny, each scale sSmples somewhat different
 
conteht domaihs. Each scale was developed using different
 
psychometric and item selection procedures/ validity and
 
reliability criteria (Kelly & worell, 1977). Kelly, Purman,
 
and,Young (1978) examined interscaie comparability and found
 
that only 30% of the subjects were categor-ized the same on
 
the four inventories. Thus, the comparability of research
 
results based on the use of different invehtories should be
 
■seriously ■questioned. ' 
In addition to the problems noted above, there are 
other prob1ems associated with the four-way category system 
of sex-role measurement. First, the use of local medians 
make for a lack of comparability across studies. Next, 
individual scores near the median are unreliable due to 
errors in measurement categorization. Finally, the use of 
nominal categories ignores much information. In an attempt 
to resolve these problems, "androgyny" has been defined as a 
continuous variable (Lubinski, Tellegen, & Butcher, 1981). 
For example, the balance model of androgyny relies upon 
masculinity and femininity scored in basically an additive 
(linear) fashion. However, under certain conditions, the 
additive model has been found to be incomplete. As noted by 
Lubinski, Tellegen, and Butcher (1981) "the [linear] model 
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would underpredict the overall effectiveness of androgynous
 
individuals because of a failure to take the interaction of
 
femininity and masculinity into consideration "(p. 724).
 
Therefore, to obtain a more accurate measure of androgyny
 
the interaction between masculine and feminine (M X F)
 
,shbuld;.:'be /:includod'.'-'^.
 
The sex-tole literature abounds with cohflicting
 
definitions and methods of assessment which can lead to
 
confusing outcomes and interpretations (Cook, 1985).
 
Therefore, it^^^ to achieve a greater
 
understanding of rna^^c^^ and androgyny by
 
examihing these constrticts from;a SomOwhat different
 
of analysis (Manilas & 1983). For exampl^> due to
 
the lack of sensitivity caused by the 1oss of information
 
associated with the gross classification of sex--roles,
 
several researchers (e.g., Bem, 1977; Flaherty & Dusek,
 
1980; Hoffman S Fidell, 1979; Kelly, Furman S Young, 1978;
 
Lubinski,; et al> 1981, 1983) have advocated the adoption of
 
the more sensitive multiple regression technique for
 
assessing the effects of masculinity, femininity and their
 
interaction.
 
Multiple regression techniques have been used to assess
 
the effect of masculinity, femininity and their interaction
 
for predicting sexual experiences (e.g., Frank & Maass,
 
1985; Wallace, 1981; Weis, 1983), use of contraceptives
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(e.g.. Baker, Thalberg & Morrison, 1988; Poreit & Foreit,
 
1981; Mosher & Vonderheide, 1985), alcohol consumption
 
(e.g., Chomak & Collins, 1987; Downs, 1985), health risk
 
behaviors (e.g., Hatzenbuehler & Joe, 1981; Lennon, 1987;
 
Nix & Lohr, 1981), achievement and leadership (Nix, Lohr &
 
Stauffacher, 1980; Wong, Kettewell & Sproule, 1985) and
 
psychological well-being (Flaherty & Dusek, 1980; Lubinski,
 
Tellegen & Butcher, 1981, 1983). However, the literature is
 
surprising1y si1ent regarding the contribution of the sex-

role components to common personality dimensions such as
 
likeability, intelligence, morality, sexual orientation,
 
appropriateness, and honesty. Therefore, the purpose of the
 
present exploratory inquiry was to develop models for
 
identifying the specific sex-role components underlying each
 
personality dimension noted above.
 
MM.I.t.lp.I.e....xs.gr!e.s^^^ analxsia..,.. in order to construct
 
models that predict the several personality dimensions.
 
Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) techniques were utilized.
 
Multiple regression analysis results in the creation of a
 
model for identifying the specific sex-role components
 
underlying each personality dimension (dependent variable)
 
through the assessment of the strength of the relationship
 
of each independent variable (Masculinity, Femininity,
 
Androgyny) and/or the combined effects of the independent
 
variables on the dependent variable. Thus, MRA permits the
 
development of a model that represents the "best-fit" line
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between the dependent variable, and masculinity, femininity
 
and androgyny.
 
In addition, MRA also permits the evaluation of each
 
independent variables* contribution to prediction with the
 
effects of the other independent variables statistically
 
controlled. That is, the contribution of masculinity, for
 
example, to likeability can be determined while the effects
 
of femininity and androgyny are statistically controlled.
 
There are three MRA technigues: standard, hierarchical
 
and stepwise. They differ in how the shared variance is
 
partitioned and how the entry of the variables into the
 
equation are determined. Standard regression analysis
 
involves the entry of masculinity, femininity, androgyny
 
(M X F) into the equation at the same time. That is, each
 
independent variable is assessed as if it had entered the
 
equation after all other independent variables had been
 
entered (see Appendix A; Dependent Variable = Likeability).
 
Results from standard regression analyses provide the best
 
linear estimate of the dependent variable with all of the
 
independent variables. This technique is used to simply
 
assess relationships among the dependent variable and the
 
sex-role variables, and answers the basic question of
 
multiple correlation (Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983).
 
Using hierarchical regression for model construction
 
serves two main objectives. The first is to build a model
 
that will predict the dependent variable, and second is to
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determine the relative contribution of each sex-role
 
variable to prediction. In hierarchical regression the
 
entry of the independent variables into the regression
 
equation is determined by the researcher based upon
 
theoretical criteria. For example, androgyny may be
 
assessed in regard to what it adds to the prediction of the
 
dependent variable when placed at the final step in the
 
regression equation (see Appendix B). By placing "nuisance
 
variables'* into the equation before androgyny it is also
 
possible to assess androgyny's contribution to the
 
prediction of the dependent variable over and above the
 
contribution made by the nuisance variables. This technique
 
is useful because independent variables may be correlated,
 
and therefore reflect overlapping variance. In standard
 
regression fhegverlapping variance is simply disregarded.
 
In hierarchical regression the first variable entered is
 
assignLed both the unique variance and any overlapping
 
variance it may have with other independent variables.
 
Subsequent independent variables entered into the equation
 
will also account for unique variance and any remaining
 
overlapping variance.
 
Stepwise regression involves the entry of independent
 
variables in steps, however, the order of entry is
 
determined by the sample data rather than some theoretical
 
criteria as in hierarchical regression. Thus, the variable
 
that adds most to the prediction equation in terms of
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increasing explained variance (E^) is entered at each step.
 
This process continues until no additional prediction can be
 
obtained (i.e., it does not significantly increase E^) as
 
determined by the statistical criteria specified by the
 
researcher (see Appendix C). Stepwise regression permits
 
the development of a model that will represent the "best­
fit" line between the dependent variable and the independent
 
variables and eliminating those variables that do not add
 
significantly to prediction. However, there is controversy
 
regarding this technique since it relies heavily upon the
 
sample's variance. That is, additional samples from the
 
population can often produce different results. In order to
 
resolve this possible problem, cross-validation with
 
additional samples from the population is recommended and
 
only the results that generalize across the samples should
 
be repbrt (Cohen & Cohen, 1975; Tabachnick & Fidell,
 
1983).
 
With all three MRA techniques the issue of appropriate
 
sample size must be addressed. Tabachnick and Fidell (1983)
 
recommend that a case to variable ratio of 20 to 1 be
 
maintained since two basic properties of a sample are
 
drucial toward the proper estimation of E^• First, a sample
 
statistic can be expected to fluctuate around the "true"
 
population value. Next, the magnitude of these fluctuations
 
will increase as the sample size decreases. Regarding the
 
estimation of E^/ the major concern arises from the fact
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that R2 can never have negative values. Therefore, these
 
fluctuations will only be in the positive direction. Thus,
 
.R2 tends to be overestimated and this trend will be
 
magnified by smaller sample sizes. In order to compensate
 
for this inflation effect an adjustment of 12 should be
 
calculated (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983).
 
There are two issues concerning hierarchical and
 
stepwise regression that should be considered when examining
 
the individual regression components. Since the unique
 
contribution of each independent variable is assessed by the
 
regression coefficients (JB-weights) and the squared
 
semipartial correlation coefficients ), the first issue
 
regards the selection of the proper assessment to test. 1­
weights are independent of order of entry of the independent
 
variables. Thus, the JB-weights are generated via the same
 
process for all three techniques, i.e., standard,
 
hierarchical and stepwise regression. Meanwhile, is
 
generated with regard to the variable's order of entry into
 
the equation. Therefore, in order to assess the impact of
 
each variable in hierarchical and stepwise regression only
 
the significance of ,s.r2 should be tested (Tabachnick &
 
Fidell, 1983). Unfortunately, the most commonly used
 
statistical computer packages only test JB-weights.
 
Therefore, the ,F scores generated by many of the computer
 
packages must be recalculated to test the unique
 
contribution of each independent variable to prediction.
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The second issue coricerns the method used to determine
 
the error term Ueed in evaluating the regression components.
 
The Model I error term is based upon only those independeht
 
variables entered at that point. However, the Model II
 
error term and degrees of freedom (dlres) are based upon the
 
tOtaT huniber of independent variables that wi11 eventual1 y
 
be entered into the equation. Cohen ahd Cohen (1975) and
 
Tabachnick ahd Fidell (1983) reconmi^nd the use of Model 11.
 
Once again, the F scores generated by many of the computer
 
packages must be j recalculated to, test the assessment of the
 
contribution of each independent variable. The ,E based upon
 
Model II error term is
 
Fi = SX.2 (1)
 
While MRA is a powerful class of statistical techniques
 
there are three majjor limitations. First, is the isisue
 
concerning infererice 6£ caiisal relhtionshipsv That is, a
 
high multiple correiation indicates that a 1arge portion of
 
variability is sha;red arnong one variable and a set of
 
variables, not that the variables are causally related. The
 
difficulties surrounding clear inference "has lead some
 
behavioral scientists to side-step the issue because its
 
complexity and confusion" (p. 28), therefore "sometimes
 
[researchers] settle for the best evidence available even if
 
it is inconclusive" (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1984;p. 29). The
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second limitation concerns the measurement and selection of
 
variables for inclusion in the regression equation. The
 
selection of variables for the regression equation should
 
ideally be generated by theory and/or observations. Thus,
 
the final regression results will be as good as the
 
selection and measurement of the variables that are used
 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). Finally, since with stepwise
 
regression the order of entry of the variables are based on
 
statistical criteria there is inherent in this procedure the
 
possibility of capitalization on chance and overfitting of
 
data. Therefore, as noted by Tabachnick S Fidell " cross-

validation with a second sample is highly recommended...with
 
conclusions limited to results that hold over to the two
 
analyses" (p. 105).
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GENERAL METHOD
 
I,K;.s,s.s.dM,m M.Ml±lp„l!g....E,ss,K.fi.s.si.!a.D Analysis
 
The data from the five experiments were divided into
 
two studies. Both studies were analyzed with three separate
 
series of hierarchical regressions first for the masculine
 
and then for the androgynous male. The masculine and
 
androgynous males' ratings of likeability, intelligence,
 
morality, adjustment, sexual orientation, appropriateness
 
and honesty given by the female subjects were the dependent
 
variabies. The independent variables were the subjects'
 
ratings of the m^^^ androgynous males' masculinity,
 
femininity and androgyny. In order to obtain a measure of
 
androgyny, the product of the interaction of masculinity and
 
femininity M X F was utilized. The prediction equation was
 
Yi = A + BiM + B2F + B3MF (2)
 
Study 1
 
l^.e..t.hod/
 
jS,M.fe,ie.S!..t.S. A total of 155 undergraduate college
 
students, receiving class credit, participated in the
 
experiments. The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 53 (M =
 
29). All the subjects were naive with respect to the
 
experiment.
 
2s ■' 
Materials. In the first two experiments, the female
 
subject was led to believe she was interacting with two male
 
subjects (one masculine and one androgynous) in a controlled
 
conveirsation for the purpose of studying interpersonal
 
communication. The subject always played the role of the
 
listener, while the masculine and androgynous "subjects"
 
were actually experimental confederates describing their
 
behavior in several common situations via a prerecorded
 
audio tape. The prerecorded comments dealt with ten common
 
Situations and were constructed to refer to the individual's
 
past behavior or the 1ikelihood of future behavior. Thus,
 
the comments by the masculine male reflected traditional
 
masculine characteristics, while the androgynous male
 
reflected the combination of traditional masculine
 
chafacteristics and traditional feminine characteristics
 
(see Appendix D). For a complete description of the
 
procedure see Cramer et al. (in press). In Experiment 3 the
 
female subjects simply listened to the prerecorded audio
 
tape developed for Experiments 1 and 2.
 
At the completion of each experiment the subjects
 
completed a post-conversation questionnaire. The post-

conversation questionnaire included items designed to assess
 
the subjects* reaction to the speakers and their comments.
 
The subjects evaluated the appropriateness and honesty of
 
the speakers' comments on a 7-point scale. The scale was
 
anchored with the phrases .y.grx..iMp.pr.fiE.L^^^ and yjgo
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IPPr.QB.r.iate; and and \r3XS. dl.sJbL,Qii,!g.S.t.  The
 
subjects also rated the speakers* intelligence, morality,
 
personal adjustment and sexual orientation. The 7-point
 
scale was anchored with the phrases yery Ilkeabljs and not
 
yMxy Intslligsnt, and not v.sr.y..inte!^.l
 
:m3XJ.. irornQml and yexy mQ.K,a,I; nQ,t ysry .mentaliy hsalthy and
 
very,msntally.,..,h and .h.e.t..S!.r.o.:5.ej;;.ua.I and .hQmQsexMa.l (see
 
Appendix E),
 
Ees.nl.t.a
 
.lva..l.ua.t..lQ.n......Q.i......§p.e.a.ke..r..§....^.......s.Ql]lro.e.h.t..s.. .and p.e.r.a.Qn.a..l.i..ty......
 
Planned comparisons presented in Table 1 indicate that the
 
androgynous male was judged as more appropriate, more
 
likeable, more intelligent and more moral than the masculine
 
male. The masculine male was rated as more masculine and
 
heterosexual than the androgynous male.
 
„l.n.t..g.r.(3.nr..r..s..l:.a.t..l.s.n.....nf.....:..ii.vn.l.na.t..l.Q.n.s. Q.f. s.p.e!.a.k.!a.r.s....... The
 
intercorrelation of the subjects' evaluations of the
 
masculine and androgynous males are presented in Tables 2
 
and 3, respectively. For the masculine male, the analyses
 
revealed numerous significant relationships. For this
 
study, the most important relationships were those between
 
masculinity, femininity and androgyny and the personality
 
traits. Higher masculinity ratings were associated with
 
higher ratings for intelligence, morality, adjustment,
 
heterosexuality, appropriateness, honesty and androgyny.
 
Higher femininity ratings were associated with higher
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Table 1
 
Descriptive Statistics for the Independent and the Dependent
 
Variables.
 
Male Stimulus Person
 
Masculine Androgynous
 
Dimension
 M .I8.D M .SB
 
Likeabilitya 2.92 1.98 4.92 2.21
 
Masculinity" 5.21 2.34 3.21 2.92
 
Intelligence'> 3.90 4.33
1.95 1.97
 
Morality* 3.90 1.85 4.99 2.16
 
Femininity* 1.41 1.83 3.37 1.87
 
Adjustment 4.31 4.66
2.15 i2.18
 
Heterosexuality* 5.63 2.26 4.76 2.24
 
Appropriate* 3.50 1.95 4.53 2.15
 
Honesty 4.86 2.24 5.21 2.39
 
Ifote: li[=155 * p <.01, b p <.05 2-tail significance
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 Table 2
 
Correlational Matrix for the Subjects' Evaluation
 
of the Masculine Male.
 
(1) Likeability
 
(2) Masculinity
 
(3) Intelligence
 
(4) Morality
 
(5) Femininity
 
(6) Adjustment
 
(7) Heterosexuality
 
(8) Appropriate
 
(9) Honesty
 
(10) Androgyny M X F
 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1.000 
.438b 1.000 
.610b ,680b 1.000 
.637b .654b .733b 1.000 
.287b 
.153 .260» .330b 
.686b .591b .815b .750b 
.519b .780b 
.705b .685b 
.581b .560b .690b .655b 
.580b .654b .673b .780b 
.278b .456b .347b .392b 
IfQfcg .tf=155 » p <.01, " P <.05 2-tail significance
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Table 2 (cont'd) 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
(1) Likeability 
(2) Masculinity 
(3) Intelligence 
(4) Morality 
I 
(5) Femininity 1.000 CM 
DI 
(6) Adjustment .296b 1.000O 
V 
(7) Heterosexuality .287b .727b 1.000 
(8) Appropriate .250a .711b .621b 1.000 
(9) Honesty .287b .675b .722b .596b 1.000 
(10) Androgyny M X F .847b .317b .372b .268b .374b 
.N=155 «» p <.01, b p tail significance 
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Table 3
 
Correlational Matrix for the Subjects' Evaluation
 
of the Androgynous Male.
 
(1) Likeability
 
(2) Masculinity
 
(3) Intelligence
 
(4) Morality
 
(5) Femininity
 
(6) Adjustment
 
(7) Heterosexuality
 
(8) Appropriate
 
(9) Honesty
 
(1) (2) (3) 
1.000 
.672»> 1.000 
.834J> .671i> 1.000 
.776»> .5631' .772b 1.000 
.383»> .009 .428b 
.84H» .629i» .816b 
.7501' 
.768»> .704b .725b .727b 
.814J> .611b 
.739i> .7501* 
.793»> .5871' .714^ .7081' 
(10) Androgyny M X F .5051' .6371' .5571' .517^
 
11=155 » p <.01, ^ p <.05 2-tail significance
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Table 3 (cont'd)
 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
(1) Likeability 
(2) Masculinity 
(3) Intelligence 
(4) Morality 
(5) Femininity 1.000 
(6) Adjustment .395'' 1.000 
(7) Heterosexuality .283'' .766'' 1.000 
(8) Appropriate .392'' .738'' .720'' 1.000 
(9) Honesty .464'' .706'' 
.707'' .694'' 
(10) Androgyny M X F .576'' .523'' .491'' .481'' 500'' 
EatiSv M=185 ■ p <.01, '' p <.05 2-tail significance 
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ratings for androgyny. Higher androgyny ratings were
 
associated with higher ratings for likeability, masculinity,
 
intelligence, morality, femininity, adjustment and honesty.
 
As would be expected, likeability, intelligence,
 
morality, adjustment, appropriateness, honesty and
 
heterosexuality were all positively related to one another.
 
Interestingly, for the masculine male, femininity produced
 
the weakest relationship to each of the traits. The
 
correlations between masculinity, femininity and androgyny
 
and the traits accounted for an average of 30.12%, 13.14%
 
and 19.19% of the explained variance, respectively. With
 
regard to the androgynous male, a similar pattern of results
 
was found, however overall the relationships were of a
 
greater magnitude.
 
For the androgynous male, higher masculinity ratings
 
were associated with higher ratings for likeability,
 
intelligence, adjustment, heterosexuality, appropriateness
 
and androgyny. Higher femininity ratings were associated
 
with higher ratings for androgyny. Higher androgyny ratings
 
were associated with higher ratings for masculinity.
 
In addition, likeability, intelligence, morality,
 
adjustment, appropriateness, honesty and heterosexuality
 
were all positively related to one another. For the
 
androgynous male femininity produced the weakest
 
relationship to each of the traits. The correlations
 
between masculinity, femininity and androgyny and the traits
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 accounted for an average of 35.93%, 16.91% and 28.51% of the
 
explained variance, respectively.
 
Mo4eL..Jb.ul.IMag™U.s.i.n.g M,.!exar..gM.!C!aL xegreaslons. As
 
noted previously, hierarchical regression for model
 
construction serves two main objectives: first, to build a
 
model that will be able to predict each personality trait,,
 
and second, to determine the relative contribution of each
 
sex-role variable for each trait. In order to accomplish
 
these objectives, three separate series of hierarchical
 
regressions were performed, first for the masculine and then
 
for the androgynous male. The masculinity variable was
 
placed into the equation initially while femininity and
 
androgyny were allowed to enter in stepwise fashion. Next,
 
femininity was moved into the first position with
 
masculinity and androgyny then entered in stepwise fashion.
 
Finally, androgyny was entered into the equation first while
 
masculinity and femininity entered in stepwise fashion.
 
■ included xn 
Table 4 are the variable, step, E, E^, j5.e;2, the E score 
assessing the significance of each variable's unique 
contribution to prediction and the .E score assessing the 
overall equation. The results in Table 4 indicate that with 
regard to likeability, masculinity accounted for 19% of the 
variance. Both femininity and androgyny accounted for an 
additional 5% of the remaining variance. For intelligence,
 
masculinity accounted for 46% of the variance, while
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y.: T -y' . :: "';■ 
Hierarchical Regression of Masculinity, Femininity and 
Androgyny on the Ratings of the Masculine Male. (U = 155) 
Step Variable R R2 sr2 Overall F 
Likeability 
1 Masculinity .438 .192 .192 41.07'» 36.308* 
2 Femininity .491 .241 .049 10.59'' 24.165* 
3 Androgyny .543 .295 .053 11.47* 21.043* 
Intel1igence 
1 Masculinity .678 .460 .460 146.75* 130.115* 
2 Femininity .696 .484 .025 7.95* 71.423* 
3 Androgyny .726 .527 .043 13.61* 56.101* 
Morality 
1 Masculinity .654 .428 .428 137.02* 114.84S* 
2 Femininity .694 .482 .054 17.22* 70.773* 
3 Androgyny .727 .528 .046 14.64* 56.293* 
Adjustment 
1 Masculinity .591 .350 .350 99.52* 82.226* 
2 Femininity .627 .393 .043 12.27* 49.138* 
3 Androgyny .685 .470 .077 21.89* 44.561* 
F» The F score assessing the unique contribution 
of each independent variable was calculated using Model II 
error term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). « p < .01 
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Table 4 (cont'd)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2 F» Overall F
 
Heterosexuality
 
1 Masculinity 
.780 .608 .608 323.30« 237.653®
 
2 Femininity .798 .637 .029 15.28® 133.422®
 
3 Androgyny .846 .716 .079 41.86® 126.813®
 
Appropriateness
 
1 Masculinity .560 ,313 .313 81.51® 69.791®
 
2 Femininity .584 .341 .027 7,15® 39.280®
 
3 Androgyny .649 .420 .079 20.54® 36.402®
 
Honesty
 
1 Masculinity .654 .428 .428 142.27® 114.434®
 
2 Femininity .694 .481 .053 17.72® 70.488®
 
3 Androgyny .739 .546 .065 21.49® 60.491®
 
U.C!,t.g: JM = 155
 
P® The F score assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent variable was calculated using Model II error
 
term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983).
 
® p < .01
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femininity and androgyny explained an additional 7% of the
 
variance. Masculinity accounted for 43% of the variance in
 
the morality rating, while femininity and androgyny each
 
contributed approximately 5% to the remaining variance.
 
Regarding adjustment, masculinity accounted for 35% of the
 
variance while femininity and androgyny accounted for 4% and
 
8% of the remaining variance, respectively. Masculinity
 
accounted for 61% of the heterosexuality variance while
 
femininity and androgyny accounted for an additional 11%,
 
Concerning appropriateness, masculinity accounted for 31% of
 
the variance. Femininity and androgyny explained an
 
additional 11% of the variance. Finally, with regard to
 
honesty, masculinity accounted for 43% of the variance,
 
while femininity and androgyny accounted for 5% and 6% of
 
the remaining variance, respectiyely. To summarize, when
 
masculinity was entered first into the model, it accounted
 
for a majority of the explained variance associated with
 
each trait, ranging from 19% - 61%. When Controlling for
 
masculinity both femininity and androgyny cohtributed
 
significantly to each trait. In addition, for all cases the
 
second variable to enter was femininity.
 
The results in Table 5 indicate that with regard to
 
likeability, femininity accounted for 8% of the variance.
 
Masculinity accounted for approximately 16% of the variance,
 
while androgyny explained an additional 5% of the variance.
 
For intelligence, femininity accounted for approximately 7%
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Table 5
 
Hierarchical Regression of Femininity, Masculinity and
 
Androgyny on the Ratings of the Masculine Male. (N = 155)
 
Step Variable R2
R sr2 F« Overall F
 
Likeability
 
1 Femininity 
.287 .082 .082 17.63'» 13.729" 
2 Masculinity 
.491 .241 ,159 34.03'' 24.165" 
3 Androgyny 
.543 .295 .053 11.47'' 21.043" 
Intel1igence 
1 Femininity .260 .067 .067
 21.57" 11.087"
 
2 Masculinity 
.696 .484
 .417 133.12" 71.423"
 
3 Androgyny
 
.726 .527
 .043 13.61" 56.101"
 
Morality
 
1 Femininity .330 .109 .109
 34.79" 18.663"
 
2 Masculinity
 
.694 .482 .373 119.47" 70.773"
 
3 Androgyny
 
.727 .528 .046 14.38" 56.293"
 
Adjustment
 
1 Femininity 
.296 .087
 .087 24.93" 14.681"
 
2 Masculinity 
.627 .393
 .305 86.86" 49.138"
 
3 Androgyny
 
.685 .470
 .077 21.89" 44.561"
 
F« The F score assessing the unique contribution
 
of each independent variable was calculated using Model II
 
error term (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). » p < .01
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 Table 5 (cont'd)
 
St€jp Variable .yj
 
Het:efosexuality 
,1 ■ Femininity .287 
Masculinity .798 
: ;3: : Androgyny .846 
Add'fobriateii©s<?*^JrIt 
\,:-l: Feminihity .250 
■;- :2V Masculinity .584 
h3[.: Androgyny • 649 
Hon^6Sty­.­
1 Femininity .328 
2 Masculinity 
Androgyny 
y/Rr':;';■,-.:sr?y' ­
.082 .082 
.637 .555 
.716 .079 
.062 .062 
.341 .278 
.420 .079 
.108 .108 
v^r..48l'-:: .373 
.546 .065 
43.84® 
294.73® 
41.86® 
16.22® 
72.44® 
20.54® 
35.88® 
124.11® 
21.49® 
Overall F 
13.757® 
133.422® 
126.813® 
10.171® 
39.280® 
36.402® 
18.510® 
70.488® 
60.491® 
= 155 
F® F Score assessing the unique cpntribution of each 
independent yariable w^^^ using Model II error 
term (see Tabachnicfc^ S , 1983). 
® P < .01 
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of the variance. Masculinity explained 42% of the remaining
 
variance and androgyny explained an additional 4% of the
 
variance. Femininity accounted for 11% of the variance in
 
the morality rating, while masculinity contributed 37% to
 
the explained variance and androgyny added an additional 5%.
 
Regarding adjustment, femininity accounted for 9% of the
 
yariahce while masculinity and androgyny accounted for 30%
 
and 8% of the remaining variance, respectively. Femininity
 
accounted for 8% of the heterosexuality variance and
 
masculinity explained 55% of the remaining variance.
 
Androgyny accounted for an additional 8% of the variance.
 
Concerning appropriateness, femininity accounted for 6% of
 
the variance and masculinity accounted for an additional 28%
 
of the variance. Androgyny explained an additional 8% of the
 
variance. Finally, with regard to honesty, femininity
 
accounted for 11% of the variance with masculinity
 
explaining 37% of the remaining variance. Androgyny
 
contributed an additional 6% to the remaining variance. In
 
summary, when femininity was placed at the first step in the
 
model, it accounted for a small portion of the explained
 
variance associated with each trait, ranging from 6% - 11%.
 
When controlling for femininity both masculinity and
 
androgyny contributed significantly to each trait. In
 
addition, the second variable to enter was masculinity,
 
which explained a majority of the variance for all cases.
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The results in Table 6 indicate that with regard to
 
1ikeabi1ity, androgyny accounted for approximate1y 8% of the
 
variance. Masculinity accouhted for 12% of the remaining
 
variance, while femininity explained an additional 9% of the
 
variance. For intelligence, androgyny accounted for 12% of
 
the variance. Masculinity explaihed 34% of the variance and
 
androgyny explained an additional 7% of the variance.
 
Androgyny accounted for 15% of the variance in morality
 
ratings, while masculinity contributed approximately 29% to
 
the variance and femininity added an additional 9%.
 
Regarding adjustment, androgyny accounted for 10% of the
 
variance while masculinity and androgyny accounted for 25%
 
and 12% of the remaining variance, respectively. Androgyny
 
accounted for 14% of the heterosexuality variance while
 
masculinity explained 47% and androgyny accounted for
 
approximately 11% of the remaining variance. Concerning
 
appropriateness, androgyny accounted for 7% of the variance
 
and masculinity accounted for an additional 24% of the
 
variance. Femininity explained an additional 11% of the
 
remaining variance. Finally, with regard to honesty,
 
androgyny accounted for 14% of the variance with masculinity
 
explaining almost 30% and androgyny contributed an
 
additional 11% to the remaining variance. To summarize,
 
when androgyny was placed at the first step in the model, it
 
accounted for a smal1 portion of the explained variance
 
associated with each trait> ranging from 7% - 15%. When
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Tabl©''6/ ^
 
Hierar^chic^l RegressiOh of Androgyny, Masculinity and
 
Femininity on the Ratings of the Masculine Male; (M = 155)
 
Step Variable ^;;;}sr2.:: F" Overall F 
Likeability 
1 Androgyny .278 .077 .077 16.58® 12.837® 
2 Masculinity .447 .200 .122 26.16® 18.952® 
3 Femininity .543 .295 .095 20.3g® 21.043® 
T 4^ O1 1 *1 in AVInAinueiij.yeiicc 
1 Androgyny .347 .120 .120 38.48® 20.967® 
2 Mascu1inity .461 .341 108.85® 65.114® 
3 Femininity .726 .527 .066 20.69® 56.101® 
Morality 
1 Androgyny .392 .153 .153 49.10® 27.746® 
2 Masculinity .663 .439 .286 91.45® 59.567® 
3 Femininity .727 .528 .088 28.33® 56.293® 
Adjustment 
1 Androgyny .317 .101 .101 28.68® 17.137® 
2 Masculinity ,-.:'v5.94:: -^ .352 .252 7.17® 41.367® 
3 Femininity .685 .470 .117 33.34® 44.561® 
Note: P® assiessiiig the unique contribution of
 
each independent variable was calculated using Model II
 
error term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). « p < .01
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Table 6 (cont*d)
 
Step Variable R2 sr2 pa OveralIF
 
HeterbSexuality
 
1 Androgyny .372 „ .138 .138 TS.SS" 24.579®
 
2 Masculinity .780 .609 .470 249.92«» 118.222®
 
3 Femininity .846 716:-y .107 56.95» 126.813®
 
2i V* T o
optiauciisss
 
1 Androgyny .268 .072 .072 18.76» 11.889®
 
2 Masculinity .560 .313 .241 62.81® 34.704®
 
3 Femininity .649 .420 .106 27.63® 36.402®
 
Honesty
 
1 Androgyny .374 .140 .140 46.48® 24.868®
 
2 Masculinity .660 .435 .295 98.19® 58.549®
 
3 Femininity .739 .546 .111 36.80® 60.491®
 
EQtg: M = 155
 
F® The F score assassin^ the unique coritributlbn of each
 
indepehdent yariable was calculated using Model II error
 
term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983).
 
■:®' ;p X'-Vv.Ol' ' 
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controllirig for androgyny/both masculinity and femininity
 
contributed significantly to each trait. In addition, the
 
second variable to enter was masculinity and it explained a
 
majority of the variance for all cases.
 
hierarchical multiple regression analyses were also
 
performed to assess the relative influence of the sex-role
 
dimensions masculinity, femininity and androgyny (M X F) on
 
the androgynous male's ratings of likeability, intelligence,
 
morality, adjustment, sexual orientation appropriateness and
 
honesty. The results in Table 7 indicate that with regard
 
to likeability, masculinity accounted for 45% of the
 
variance. Femininity accounted for 14% of the remaining
 
variance> whi1e androgyny explained an additional 7% of the
 
variance. Regarding intelligence> masculihity accounted for
 
45% of the variance and femininity and androgyny together
 
explained an additiona1 23% of the variance. Masculinity
 
accounted for 32% of the variance in morality ratings, while
 
femininity explained an additional 25% of the variance.
 
Androgyny contributed 6% to the remaining variance.
 
Regarding adjustment, masculinity accounted for 40% of the
 
variance while femininity and androgyny accounted for 15%
 
and 4% of the remaining variance, respectively. Masculinity
 
accounted for approximately 50% of the heterosexuality
 
variance while femininity accounted for 8% and androgyny 5%.
 
Concerning appropriateness, masculinity accounted for 37% of
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Table 7
 
Hierarchical Regression of Masculinity, Femininity and
 
Androgyny on the Ratings of the Androgynous Male. (M = 155)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2 F» Overall F
 
Likeability
 
1 Masculinity .672 .452 .452 203.68» 126.252a
 
2 Femininity .771 .594 .142 63.92a 111.191a
 
3 Androgyny .815 .665 .071 31.91a 99.836a
 
Intelligence
 
1 Masculinity .671 .450 .450 208.49a 125.345a
 
2 Femininity .792 .628 .178 82.38a 128.442a
 
3 Androgyny .821 .674 .046 21.11a 103.997a
 
Morality
 
1 Masculinity .563 .317 .317 128.13a 71.041a
 
2 Femininity .753 .567 .250 100.94a 99.482a
 
3 Androgyny .791 .626 .059 24.00a 84.356a
 
Adjustment
 
1 Masculinity .629 .396 .396 143.91a 100.309a
 
2 Femininity .740 .548 .151 55.08a 91.980a
 
3 Androgyny .764 .584 .037 13.42a 70.802"
 
]S.Q.t.s: F* The F score assessing the unique Gontribution of
 
each independent variable was calculated using Model II
 
error term (see Tabachnick S Fidel1, 1983). "p < .01
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Table 7 (cont'd)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2 pa
 Overal1 F
 
Heterosexuality
 
1 Masculinity 
.704 .495 .495 197.77» 150.180® 
2 Femininity 
.756 .572 .077 30.69» 101.663® 
3 Androgyny .788 .622 .049 19.79» 82.749® 
Appropriateness
 
1 Masculinity .611 .374 .374
 136.21» 91.380®
 
2 Femininity
 
.723 .524 .150 54.54a 83.550®
 
3 Androgyny 
.765 .585
 .062 22.52« 71.094®
 
Honesty
 
1 Masculinity .587
 .345 .345 138.39» 80.508®
 
2 Femininity 
.555
.745 .210 84.47® 94.870®
 
3 Androgyny
 
.790 .624 .069 27.53® 83.464®
 
.M..Q.fc.e: N = 155
 
P* The F score assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent variable was calculated using Model II error
 
term (see Tabachnick S Fidell, 1983).
 
'P < -01
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the variance and femininity and androgyny together explained
 
an additional 21% of the variance. Finally, with regard to
 
honesty, masculinity accounted for 34% of the variance, and
 
femininity accounted for an additional 21%, while androgyny
 
accounted for approximately 7% of the remaining variance.
 
In summary, when masculinity was placed at the first step in
 
the model, it accounted for a majority of tho explained
 
variance associated with each trait, ranging from 32% - 50%.
 
When controlling for masculinity, both femininity and
 
androgyny contributed significantly to each trait. In
 
addition, for all cases the second variable to enter was
 
femininity.
 
The results in Table 8 indicate that with regard to
 
likeability, femininity accounted for 15% of the variance.
 
Masculinity accounted for approximately 45% of the variance,
 
while androgyny explained an additional 7% of the variance.
 
For intelligence, femininity accounted for 18% of the
 
variance. Masculinity explained almost 44% of the remaining
 
variance. Androgyny explained an additional 5% of the
 
variance. Femininity accounted for 25% of the variance in
 
morality ratings, while masculinity contributed 31% to the
 
variance and androgyny added an additional 6%. Regarding
 
adjustment, femininity accounted for 16% of the variance
 
while masculinity and androgyny accounted for 39% and 4% of
 
the remaining variance, respectively. Femininity accounted
 
for 8% of the heterosexuality variance while masculinity
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Table 8
 
Hierarchical Regression of Femininity, Masculinity and
 
Androgyny on the Ratings of the Androgynous Male. (N =155)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2 pa
 Overall F
 
Likeability
 
1 Femininity .383 .146 .146 65.95« 26.238" 
2 Masculinity 
.771 .594 .448 201.65» 111.191" 
3 Androgyny 
.815 .665 .071 31.91» 99.836" 
Intelligence 
1 Femininity 
.428
 .183 .183 84.70'* 34.260"
 
2 Masculinity 
.793 .628
 .445 206.17" 128.442"
 
3 Androgyny 
.821 .674
 .046 21.11" 103.997"
 
Morality
 
1 Femininity 
.505 .255 .255
 102.95" 52.312"
 
2 Masculinity
 .753 .567 .312 126.11" 99.482"
 
3 Androgyny 
.791 ,626 .059
 24.00" 84.356"
 
Adjustment
 
1 Femininity 
.395 .156
 .156 56.66" 28.261"
 
2 Masculinity 
.740 .548 .392
 142.33" 91.980"
 
3 Androgyny 
.764 .584 .037
 13.42" 70.802"
 
MqIs: F' The F score assessing the unique contribution of
 
each independent variable was calculated using Model II
 
error term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). »p < .01
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Table 8 (cont'd)
 
Step Variable R ■ R2 sr2	 pveral1 F 
Heteirosexuality
 
Femininity .283 .080 .080 32.08« 13;368®
 
Masculinity .756 .572 .492 196.38® 101.663®
 
cA:':Androgyny ;' .788 .622 .049 „ 19.79® 82.749®
 
Appi.opL Xa Veri0ss
 
■ I ;	 Femininity .392 ;154 ' .154 56.07® 27.836® 
2	 Masculinity v'i7-24'-V';.^' -,.524 .370 190.76® 83.550® 
Androgyny .765 • ■. ■ 'o";.585 .062 22.52® 71.094® 
Honesty 
1 Femininity .215 .215 86.38® 41.p57» 
Masculinity ■■■ ■; .745 >555 .340 222.86® 94.870® 
Androgyny .790 .624 .069 27.53® 83.464® 
Ebie: " JS 155 ■ 
F« The F score assessing the unique contribution of each 
independent variable was calculated using Model II error 
terin (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). 
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explained 49% and androgyny accounted for approximately 5%
 
of the remaining variance. Regarding appropriateness,
 
femininity accounted for 15% of the variance and masculinity
 
accounted for an additional 37% of the remaining variance.
 
Androgyny explained an additional 6% of the variance.
 
Finally, with regard to honesty, femininity accounted for
 
21% of the variance with masculinity explaining 34% and
 
androgyny contributing an additional 7% to the remaining
 
variahce. To summarize, when femininity was placed at the
 
first step in the model, it accounted for a moderate portion
 
of the explained variahce associated with each trait,
 
ranging from 8% - 25%. When controlling for femininity both
 
masculinity and androgyny contributed significantly to each
 
traiti In addition, the second variable to enter was
 
masculinity and it explained a majority of the variance for
 
al1 cases.
 
The results in Table 9 indicate that with regard to
 
likeability, androgyny accounted for 25% of the variance.
 
Masculinity explained 21% of the remaining Variance, while
 
femininity accounted for 20% of the variance. For
 
intelligence, androgyny accounted for 31% of the variance.
 
Masculinity explained 17% of the variance and femininity
 
explained an additional 20% of the variance. Androgyny
 
accounted for 27% of the variance in morality ratings, while
 
masculinity contributed 9% to the variance and femininity
 
added an additional 27%. Regarding adjustment, androgyny
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^Tablfe; v;: . ^..- .,;­
Hierarchical Regressi Andrpgyny, Masculinity and
 
Femininity on the Ratings of the Androgynous Maie. (J| = 155)
 
step Variable
 F« • ' Overall F
 
Likeability
 
1 Androgyny 
.505
 .255 .255 114.92' 52.393'
 
2 Masculinity 
.680
 
.207 93.25' 65,285'
 
3 Femininity
 
.815( .665 .203 91.34' 99.836'
 
Tnt"^1 1 i
X XJL w X X X^wXXWw
 
1 Androgyny .557 .311
 
•311 143.77' 68.909'
 
2 Masculinity 
.692 .479
 .168 77.89' 69.807'
 
3 Femininity .821 .674
 .195 90.33'
 103,997'
 
Morality
 
1 Androgyny .517 .268 .268
 108.17' 55.934'
 
2 Masculinity C599 .359
 .092 37.11' 42.669'
 
3 Femininity 
.791 
.267 84;356' ;

.626 107.78'
 
Adjustment
 
1 Andrdgyny .523 .274 .274 108.76'
 57.667'
 
2 Masculinity 
.649 .421 .174 53.61'
 
3 Femininity 
.764 .584
 .163
 59.32' 70.802'
 
F» The F score assessing the unique contribution of
 
each independent variable was calculated using Model II
 
error term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983)i < .01
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Table 9 (cont'd)
 
Step Variable
 Overal1 F
 
Seterosexuality
 
1 Androgyny :^491'\:- .241 .241
 173.20a 48.568a
 
2 Masculinity 
.706
 ;;;.498 ;v>:257^\ 185.08a 75.525a
 
3 Femininity 
.622
.788 .123 88.67a 82.749a
 
Appropriateness
 
1 Androgyny .481 r ■-2^23-2"/ . 232 148.91a 46.110a 
2 Masculinity .623 .388 100.67a;157 48.212a 
3 Femininity .765 .585 .197 126.89a 71.094a 
Honesty 
1 Androgyny .500 .250 .250 189.42a 50.959a 
2 Masculinity .609 .371 .122 92.22a 44.921a 
3 Femininity .790 .624 . 252 191.29a 83.464a 
■ •MMfii := ■ 155 
pa The F score assessing the unique contribution of each 
independent variable was calculated using Model II error 
term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). 
" p < .01 
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accounted for 27% of the variahce while inasGulinity and
 
femininity accounted for approximately 17V a^ 16% of the
 
remaining variance/ respectively. Androgyny accounted for
 
24% of the heterpsexuality variance, while masculinity and
 
femininity explaiHed 26% and 12% of the variance/
 
respectively/ Concerning appropriateness/ androgyny
 
accounted for 23% of the variahce and masculinity accounted
 
for ah additional 16% of the variance. Femininity explained
 
an additional 20% cf the remaining vnriahce. Finally, with
 
regard to hpnesty, accounted for 25% of the
 
variance with masculinity explaining 12% and androgyny
 
contributed an additional 25% to the remaining variance. To
 
suiranarize, when androgyny was entered at the Mrst step in
 
the model it accounted for between 24% and 31% of the
 
explained variance associated with each trait. When
 
controlling for androgyny hofh mtascnlihity ahd femininity
 
contributed significantly to each trait. In addition, the
 
second variable to enter was masculinity for all cases.
 
Study 2
 
M!at..h.s.d ■ 
.S,M.bJ.P.C.t..S.  A total of 59 undergraduate college
 
students, receiving class credit, participated in the
 
experiments. The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 53 (M =
 
25). Al1 the subjects were naive with respect to the
 
experiment.
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Experiment 4 the conversational paradigm
 
w^s th^ same as Study 1 except thd prerecprded dialogues
 
were constructed from previously tested trait descriptors.
 
More specifically, traits from the Short Form of the Bem Sex
 
Role In^entroy (s-BSRI; Bern, 1979) were^^u^^
 
the masculine and androgynous responses to ten common
 
situations. The mhsculine responses contained two mascliive
 
trait decriptors, whereas the androgynous donunehts included
 
one xiascuine and one feminine trait descriptdra (see
 
Appendix F)|D the female subjects simply
 
read the transcripts deyelopedfo^ 4. For a
 
complete description of the procedure see Cramer, Dragna,
 
Cupp, and CaJ^treil (1989) and Youn^ ^ the
 
completion of Experiments 4 and 5 the subjects completed a
 
POSt-conyersation queStionhsire to assess the origins1
 
personal dimensions in Experiments 1^3 and a measure to
 
assess the degree of similarity between the masculine and
 
androgyuous males and the subjects. This scale was anchored
 
:With the phrases .very. .s.imi.le.r......fe.o...„.ffie and not very similar to
 
.Ee;s.u.I..t.a
 
E.va..l.M.at..i.on-.....Q.f .s.p.e.a.ls.e..ra.!.. oomm.e.ja.t..5. .a.n.d personality.
 
Planned comparisons presented in Table 10 indicate that
 
the androgynous male was judged as more appropriate, more
 
honest, more likeable, more intelligent, more similar, more
 
moral, more feminine, and better adjusted than the masculine
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Table 10
 
Descriptive Statistics for the Independent and the Dependent
 
Variables.
 
Male Stimulus Person
 
Masculine Androgynous 
Dimension M S-D H .SD 
Likeabilityi* 3.07 1.60 6.31 0.92 
Masculinity* 5.85 1.62 5.24 1.55 
Intelligence*' 3.86 1.67 6.07 1.00 
Similarity 1.86 1.39 5.59 1.51 
Morality*' 4.07 1.51 6.00 1.02 
Femininity*' 1.80 1.32 3.00 1.61 
Adjustment*' 4.41 1.85 6.19 1.03 
Heterosexuality 6.14 1.33 6.05 1.40 
Appropriate*' 3.15 1.30 6.22 0.98 
Honesty*' 4.93 1.81 6.46 1.13 
.N= 59 « p < .01, *' p < .001 2 - tail significance 
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male. The masculine male was rated as more masculih%^^^
 
the a^drogynous^:mal;e■.^^' ' J-. 
intercorrelation of the subjectS' evaluatipns of masculine 
and androgynous males are presented in Tables 11 and 12, 
respectively v For the masculine male the analyses provided 
several significant relationships. For this study, the most 
important relationships sfere those between niaSculinity,^^ 
femihinity and androgyny and the several personality traits. 
Higher masculinity ratings were associated with high ratirigs 
of intelligence and low ratings of feminihityv Higher 
femininity ratings were associated with high ratings of 
androgyny. 
As would be expected, likeability was i>ositively 
related to intelligence, morality, similarity, adjustment 
and appropriateness and adjustment were positively related 
to morality. The masculine male ratings 
produced the weakest relationships for each of the traits. 
The correlations between masculinity, femininity and 
androgyny, and the traits accounted for an average of 7.71%, 
13.51% and 5.96% of the explained variability, respectively. 
With regard to the androgynous male, this general 
pattern of results was also found. Higher masculinity 
ratings were associated with 1ow ratings of femininity. 
Higher femininity ratings were associated with high ratings 
of androgyny. The correlations between masculinity, 
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 Table 11
 
Correlational Matrix
 for the Subjects' Evaluation of the
 
Masculine Male. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
(1) Likeability 1.000 
(2) Masculinity 
.077 1.000 
(3) Intelligence 
.613b .184 1.000 
(4) Morality .564b 
-.031 .464b 1.000 
(5) Similarity .507b 
.059 .244 .357b 1.000 
(6) Femininity 
.056 -.627b 
-.177 .137 .041 
(7) Adjustment .575b 
.211 .500b .695b .349b 
(8) Heterosexuality 
.142 .386b .172 .158 
-.036 
(9) Appropriate .519b 
.282" .401b .577b .173 
(10) Honesty 
.229 .244 .375b .501b 
.194 
(11) Androgyny M X P .132 -.040 
-.017 .211 .071 
Eote: 11= 59 " p < .01, b p < .001 2 
- tail significance 
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Tab!e 11 (cont'd)
 
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
(1) Likeability 
(2) Masculinity 
(3) Intelligence 
(4) Morality 
(5) Similarity 
(6) Femininity 1.000 
(7) Adjustment 
-.191 1.000 
(8) Heterosexuality 
-.434»> .355b 1.000 
(9) Appropriate 
-.062 .498b 
.211* 1.000 
(10) Honesty 
-.323b .467b 
.168 .445b 1.000 
(11) Androgyny M X F 
.677b 
-.030 
-.124 .145 -.179 
Hpts: IS[= 59 • p < .01,
 b p <
.001 2
-
tail significance
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Table 12 .
 
Correlational Matrix for the
 Eva1uation of the
 
Androgynous Male.
 
(1) (2) ■ (4) (5) 
(1) liikeabi1ity 1.000 
(2) Masculinity 
-.028 1.000 
(3) Intel1igence .657b .034 1.000 
(4) Morality 
.667b .033 •697b 1.000
 
(5) Similarity .566b 
-.054 .339b .292- 1.000
 
(6) Pemininity 
-.047 -.444b 
-.269
 ^.158 .057
 
(7) Adjustment .803b 
.059 .577b .546b .540b
 
(8) Heter OS exua1ity .190 .410b .270 .292- .210
 
(9) Appropriate •384b 
.310b
.112 .265 .235
 
(10) Honesty .212 : /■ •V .016 "■''•■vl55;:^.;; .149 .322­
(11) Androgyny M X F-.118 .135 -.374b -.194 -.006 
Woto: 11= 59 • p < .01, b p < .001 2 - tail significance 
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Table 12 (cont'i
 
(6) (7) (8) (9)
 
(1) Likeabi1ity
 
(2) Masculinity
 
(3) Intel1igence
 
(4) Morality
 
(5) Similarity
 
(6) Femininity 1.000
 
(7) Adjustment -.084 1.000
 
(8) Heterosexuality -.538b .210 1.000
 
(9) Appropriate -.131 .215 .017 1.000
 
(10) Honesty .047 ■ ■:■ ■■ •■222 ■■ ■ •': .007 .341b 1.000 
(11) Androgyny M X F .752b -.091 -.204 -.096 .049 
Note: .N= 59 ® p < .01 p < .001 2 - tail significance 
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femininity and and the traits accounted for an
 
average of 4.05%, 11.81% and 8^37% of the explained
 
.:Variahilit:y:,-;;Tespectiv.ely'..:.-';,;';^:;;?;;;' '
 
r.(ggx.s;sM:Qhs::v:: ;:-;As /V­
noted previous1y, threie series of hierarchical regrassions
 
were performed first for the masculihe ai^d tj^gn fot th^
 
androgynous male. The masculinity variable was entered into
 
the equatidn initiallyr while femininity and andrpgyny were
 
allowed to enter the equation in stepwise fashion. Next,
 
femininity was mbved into the first positidn while
 
masCulinity and androgyny then ehtef^^ in stepwise fashion.
 
Finally, androgyny entered the equation first with
 
masculinity and femininity entered in stepwise fashioh.
 
Eie„t:.axi5M,.s..a,.l reair.aaMm.L..,maa.p.Miine male..,,. The results
 
in Table 13 indicate that with regard to likea
 
masculinity accounted fpr less^^^^^^^^^^^t^ 1% of the variance.
 
Femininity accounted for 2% of the remaining variance and
 
androgyny accounted for 1ess thae 1% of the remainin^^
 
variance. For intelligence, masculinity accounted for 3% of
 
the variance, while femininity explained less than 1% of the
 
variance. Ahdrogyny accounted for 1% of the remaining
 
variance. Regarding similarity, masculinity accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance, while femininity accounted for
 
1% of the remaining variance. Androgyny accounted for less
 
than 1% of the remaining variance. Masculinity accounted
 
for less than 1% of the variance in morality ratings, while
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Table 13
 
Hierarchical Regressibn of flesculinity, Fernininity and
 
on the Ratings of the Masculine Male. (|[ - 59)
 
■■ ■ ■Step Variable R R2 ' sr2
 Overal1 F
 
1 Masculinity 078 .006 .006 .340
 .345
 
2 Androgyny
 156 .024 .018 1.037 .700
 
3 Femininity 161 .026 .002 .078
 
Intelligence
 
1 Masculinity ,184 .034
 .034 1.967 2.003
 
2 Femininity 
.200 .040
 .006
 .360 1.172
 
3 Androgyny
 225 .051 .010 .616 .981
 
Sinvilarity
 
1 Masculinity 059 .003 .003 
.202
 
2 Femininity 117
 .014 .010 .561 .386
 
3 Androgyny 
.260
118 .014 .000 .023
 
Morality
 
1 Masculinity 031 .001 
.055
.001
 
2 Femininity
 212 'v.045- .044 2.544
 1.321
 
3 Androgyny 217 .047 .002
 
.908
 
IJofes: F« Thb F score assessirig th^ unique contributibh of
 
each independent variable was calculated using Model II
 
error term (see Tabachhick & Fidel1, 1983).
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Tab1e 13 (cont'd)
 
St6!|> X Variable R R2 sr2 F»
 Overall F
 
Adjustment
 
1 Masculinity .211 .045 .045 2.601 2.668
 
2 Femininity .224 .050 .005
 .329 1.485
 
3 Androgyny .237
 .056 .006 .337 1.090
 
Heterosexuality
 
1 Masculinity .386 .149 .149 10.807»> 9.980»>
 
2 Femininity .458 .210 .061 4.404* 7.4311'
 
3 Androgyny .492 .242 .032 2.314 5.841*
 
Ado1^ ir T S4 4"dTi csc
L.W Xd v.^llCrO
 
1 MasGulinity .282 .080 .080 4.906* 4.944*
 
2 Androgyny .323 .104 .024 1.502 3.259
 
3 Femininity .324 .105 .001 .596 2.156
 
Honesty
 
1 Masculinity .244
 .060 .060 3.670 , 3.610
 
2 Femininity
 .327 .107 .047 2.987 3.357
 
3 Androgyny .328 .108 .001 .033 2.211
 
RqXs- M = 59
 
F« The P score assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent variable was calculated using Model II error
 
term (see Tabachnick S Fidell, 1983).
 
« p < .05, b p < .01
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femininity contributed 4% to the remaining variance.
 
Androgyny contributed less the 1% to the remaining variance.
 
Regarding adjustment, masculinity accounted for 4% of the
 
variance while femininity and androgyny together accounted
 
for 1% of the remaining variance. Masculinity accounted
 
for 15% of the heterosexuality variance, while femininity
 
and androgyny accounted for 6% and 3%, of the remaining
 
variance, respectively. Concerning appropriateness,
 
masculinity accounted for 8% of the variance. Femininity
 
explained an additional 2% of the remaining variance.
 
Androgyny accounted for less than 1% of the remaining
 
variance. Finally, with regard to honesty, masculinity
 
accounted for 6% of the variance, while femininity accounted
 
for approximately 5% of the remaining variance. Androgyny
 
accounted for less than 1% of the variance. To summarize,
 
with the exception of heterosexuality, when masculinity was
 
entered the equation first it accounted for a small portion
 
of the explained variance associated with each trait,
 
ranging from <1% - 8%. For heterosexuality, masculinity
 
accounted for 15% of the total variance. When controlling
 
for masculinity, both femininity and androgyny contributed
 
significantly to heterosexuality. Androgyny contributed
 
significantly to appropriateness, whereas femininity
 
contributed significantly to honesty.
 
The results in Table 14 indicate that with regard to
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•Table''l4::;v,y:'
 
Hierarchical Regression of Femininity, Masculinity and
 
Androgyiiy on the Ratings of the Masciilinei Male. (M = 59)
 
Step Variable ■■ ■ '■'Rv";- ' R2 sr2 F® Overall F 
Likeability 
1 Femininity .003 .174 '.056 .003 >177'. ' 
2 Androgyny .155 .024 1.177■ .032 .687 
3 Masculinity .026 .002 >' , "';-..t03.';;': .485 
Int^l1JL A4. W*  d. 
i Femininity .177 .031 .031 1.815 1.843 
2 Androgyny 22:5" .051 .019 1.128 1.498 
SimilaKifvjrw X.iiij. X ci X X 
1 Femininity .041 .002 .002 ■^' ■ :;;-i;.093;'::fi 
2 Androgyny .117 .014 .012 ­ .,665 
3 Masculinity .118 .014 .000 .023 .260 
Mdrality 
1 Femininity .137 .019 .019 1.079 1.086 
2 Androgyny .211 .045 .026 1.495 1.307 
3 Masculinity .217 .047 .002 .146 .908 
Mats- shore asses^insr the unique cohtrihution of^ 
each independent was calculated using Model II 
error teri'f' C see Tabachni 
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Table 14 (cont'd)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2 Fa
 Overall F
 
Adjustment
 
1 Femininity .191 .037 .037 2.129 2.161
 
2 Androgyny .234 .055 .018 1.066 1.624
 
3 Masculinity .237 .056 .001 .076 1.090
 
Heterosexuality
 
1 Femininity .434 .188 .188 13.660b 13.230b
 
2 Androgyny .491 .241 .053 3.852 8.915b
 
Appropriateness
 
1 Femininity .062 .004 .004 .236 .220
 
3 Masculinity .319 .102 .098 6.018" 3.170
 
2 Androgyny .325 .105 .003 .216 .104
 
Honesty
 
1 Femininity .323 .104 .104 6.423" 6.632"
 
2 Masculinity .327 .107 .003 .176 3.357
 
3 Androgyny .328 .108 .001 .033 2.211
 
JSl.Q.Le: N = 59
 
F« The F score assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent variable was calculated using Model 11 error
 
term (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983).
 
« p < .05, b p < .01
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likeability, femininity and masculinity each accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance. Androgyny accounted for 3% of
 
the remaining variance. For intelligence, femininity
 
accounted for 3% of the variance. Androgyny explained an
 
additional 2% of the variance, while mascul contributed
 
less than 1% to the remaining variance. Regarding
 
similarity, femininity and masculinity each accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance while androgyny accounted for
 
1% of the variance. Femininity accounted for approximately
 
2% of the variance in the morality ratings, while androgyny
 
contributed approximately 3% to the variance and masculinity
 
added less than 1%. Regarding adjustment, femininity
 
accounted for 4% of the variance while androgyny accounte*^
 
for 2% of the remaining variance. Masculinity accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance. Femininity accounted for 19%
 
of the heterosexuality variance while androgyny accounted
 
for an additional 5% of the variance. Concerning
 
appropriateness, femininity accounted for 1ess than 1% of
 
the variance ah^^^ accounted for an additional 10%
 
of the variance. Androgyny accounted for less than 1% of
 
the variance. Finally, regarding honesty, femininity
 
accounted for 10% of the variance with masculinity and
 
androgyny together explained less than 1% of the remaining
 
variance. In siimmary, with the exception of heterosexuality
 
and honesty, when femininity was entered first into the
 
equation, it accounted for only a small portion of the
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explained variance associated with each trait, ranging from
 
<1% - 4%. Concerning heterosexuality and honesty femininity
 
accounted for 19% and 10% of the variance, respectively.
 
When controlling for femininity androgyny contributed
 
significantly to heterosexuality, while masculinity
 
contributed significantly to appropriateness and honesty.
 
The results in Table 15 indicate that with regard to
 
likeability, androgyny accounted for approximately 2% of the
 
variance. Masculinity and femininity together accounted for
 
less than 1% of the remaining variance. For intelligence,
 
androgyny accounted for less than 1% of the variance, while
 
femininity explained 5% of the remaining variance. Regarding
 
similarity, all three sex-role variables each accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance. Androgyny accounted for 4% of
 
the variance in morality ratings, while masculinity and
 
femininity together contributed less than 1% to the
 
remaining variance. Regarding adjustment, androgyny
 
accounted for less than 1% of the variance. Femininity
 
accounted for 5% of the remaining variance, while
 
masculinity explained less than 1% of the variance.
 
Androgyny accounted for 1% of the heterosexuality variance,
 
while femininity explained an additional 23% of the
 
variance. Masculinity accounted for less than 1% of the
 
remaining variance. Concerning appropriateness, androgyny
 
accounted for 2% of the variance and masculinity accounted
 
for an additional 8% of the variance. Femininity explained
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Table 15
 
Hierarchical Regression of Androgyny, Masculinity and
 
Femininity on the Ratings of the Masculine Male. (H = 59)
 
Step Variable R R2
 sr2 F® Overall F
 
Likeability
 
1 Androgyny .132 .017 .017 .988 1.016
 
2 Masculinity .156 .024 .007 .388 .700
 
3 Femininity .160 .026 .001 .078 .485
 
Intelligence
 
1 Androgyny .017 .000 .000 .017 .017
 
2 Femininity
 .225 .051 .051 2.927 1.498
 
Similarity
 
1 Androgyny 
.071 .005 .005 .278 .285
 
2 Masculinity .094 .009 .004 .216 .250
 
3 Femininity .118 .014 .005 .287 .261
 
Morality
 
1 Androgyny .211 .045 .045 2.570 2.656
 
2 Masculinity .212 .045 .000 .029 1.321
 
3 Femininity ,217 .047 .002 .124 .908
 
F® The F score assessing the unique contribution of
 
each independent variable was calculated using Model II
 
error term (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983),
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Table 15 (Gonb'd) 
Step Variabie R2 sr2 F» Overal1 F 
Adjustment 
1 Androgyny 
2 Femininity 
3 Masculinity 
t* |3>f <5^vilA 1 T "f" VCU J.A/9C!A LiCl1 X U jr 
1 Androgyny 
2 Femininity 
ADDfODriat <?
^tr Sr *•^Jr *• W. ^ip 
1 Androgyny 
2 Masculinity 
3 Femininity 
HnnP'<?f*v 
: 
.030 
.234 
■ 237 
.124 
.491 
.145 
.323 
.001 
.055 
.056 
.015 
.241 
.021 
.104 
.105 
^001 
;054: 
.001 
.015 
.226 
.021 
.083 
.001 
.052 
.050 
:;;-:v;vi;.:624;-::; 
.076 1.090 
1.116 ■ .891 
16.396b 8.9153b 
12.908 1.223 
.:/'5:.l17a;:-: 3.259 
■*59:^';; ' ; 2.156 
1 
2 
3 
Androgyny 
Femininity 
Masculinity 
.180 
.327 
.328 : , 
.032 
.107 
.108 
.032 
.075 
.001 
1. 986 
4.610* 
.036 
1.898 
3.356 
;;;/.;7:.;7ii: ;.,^-­
s: J» = 59 
F» The F score assess 
independent variable^^^^w^ 
ternv (see fabachnic 
> p < .05, ^ p < .01 
unique contribution of each 
using Model II error 
, 1983). 
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less than 1% of the remaining variance. Finally, with
 
regard to honesty, androgyny accounted for 3% of the
 
variance with femininity explaining 7%. Masculinity
 
contributed less than 1% to the remaining variance. To
 
summarize, when androgyny was placed at the first step in
 
the model; it accounted for only a small portion of the
 
explained variance associated with each trait, ranging from
 
<1% - 4%. When controlling for androgyny femininity
 
contributed significantly to heterosexuality and honesty.
 
Masculinity contributed significantly to appropriateness.
 
.ai..s..r,a.r.sM..c..!ai a series of
 
hierarchical regressions were performed to assess the
 
relative influence of the sex-role dimensions masculinity,
 
femininity and androgyny (M X F), on the androgynous male's
 
ratings of likeability, intelligence, similarity, morality,
 
adjustment, sexual orientation, appropriateness and honesty.
 
The results in Table 16 indicate that with regard to
 
likeability, masculinity accounted for less than 1% of the
 
variance. Androgyny and femininity together accounted for
 
2% of the remaining variance. Regarding intelligence,
 
masculinity accounted for less than 1% of the variance.
 
Femininity explained an additional 15% of the variance,
 
while androgyny accounted for approximately 3% of the
 
remaining variance. Regarding similarity; all three sex-

role variables each accounted for less than 1% of the
 
variance. Masculinity accounted for less than 1% of the
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•Table -Ifi-;:'" ■ 
Hierarchical Regression of Masculinity, Femininity ahd
 
Androgyny on the Ratings of the Androgynous Male. (JJ = 59)
 
Step Variable ■ ; R. R2 -sr?;,; 'pa'.' Overall P 
Likeability
 I
 
1 Masculinity .028 .001 .001 .043 .044
 
2 Androgyny .119 .014 .013 .401
 
3 Femininity .154 .024 .010 -;;-'\'586.':?, .444
 
T.v% 4* A 1 1 ^^ ^A
1n101i1y©nc©
 
1 Masculinity .034 .001 .001 .077 .066
 
2 Femininity .338 .147 .146 9.697b 4.821a
 
3 Androgyny .416 .173 .026 1.765 3.847
 
Similarity 
1 Masculinity .054 .003 .003 .162 .166 
2 Femininity .065 .004 .001 .075 .120 
3 Androgyny .102 .010 .006 .348 19S'■■ ■ ' ■ 
Morality 
1 Masculinity .033 001 .001 .062 .062 
2 Femininity • 207 .041 .040 2.301 1,199 
3 Androgyny .210 .044 .003 179 ■.>;:•}; .848 
Mfe.fi: Fa The P score assessing the unique contribution of 
each independent variable using the Model II error term (see 
Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). a p < .05, b p < .01 
■"•^•73:;''d^v:;:;' 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 16 (cont'd)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2
 Overal1 F
 
y':
Adjustment
 
1 Masculinity
 .059 .003 .003 .193 .197,
 
2 Femininity .116 .013 .010
 .564 .3831
 
3 Androgyny .134
 .018 .005 .255 .337!
 
Heterosexuality
 
-V • ■ • 
1 Masculinity .410 .168 .168 15.1321' 11.512ii
 
2 Femininity .571 .326 .158 14.2141' 13.542^
 
3 Androgyny .634 .389 .063
 5.678'' 11.6751* 
y.'' ■ ' Appropriateness
 
1 Masculinity .112 .013 .013 .713
 .729
 
2 Androgyny .159 .025 .013 .710 .724
 
3 Femininity
 .162 .026 .00 .051 .491 : 
Honesty ■ ■ :. f r,' 
v.- ,
 
1 Masculinity .016 .002 .002 .014 .140
 
2 Femininity .062 .004 .004 .202
 .110
 
3 Androgyny .065 .004 .000 .019 .078 j
 
;■ " 
' , - ^ -
JSLatg: N = 59 
P* The F score assessing the unique contribution of each 
independent variable was calculated using Model II error 
term (see Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). 
« p < .05, b p < .01 
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variance in morality ratings, while femininity contributed
 
4% to the remaining variance. Androgyny added less than 1%
 
to the variance. Regarding adjustment, masculinity
 
accounted for less than 1% of the variance, while femininity
 
accounted for 1% of the remaining variance. Androgyny
 
accounted for less than 1% of the remaining variance.
 
Masculinity accounted for 17% of the heterosexuality
 
variance while.femininity and androgyny accounted for 16%
 
and 6% of the remaining variance, respectively. Concerning
 
appropriateness, masculinity and androgyny each accounted
 
for 1% of the variance, while femininity explained less than
 
1% of the remaining variance. Finally, concerning honesty,
 
masculinity, femininity and androgyny together accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance. In summary, with the
 
exception of heterosexuality, when masculinity was entered
 
into the model, it accounted for only a slight portion the
 
explained variance associated with each trait, ranging from
 
<1% - 1%. Regarding heterosexuality masculinity accounted
 
for 17% of the variance. When controlling for masculinity
 
femininity and androgyny contributed significantly to
 
intelligence and heterosexuality.
 
The results in Table 17 indicate that with regard to
 
likeability, femininity accounted for less than 1% of the
 
variance, while androgyny explained an additional 2% of the
 
variance. Masculinity accounted for less than 1% of the
 
remaining variance. For intelligence, femininity accounted
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Table 17
 
Hierarchical Regression of Femininity, Masculinity and
 
Androgyny on the Ratings5 of the Androgynous Male. (H = 59)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2 pa Overal1 F
 
Likeability
 
1 Femininity .047 .002 .002 .124 .126
 
2 Androgyny .134 .018 .016 .892 .514
 
3 Masculinity .154 .024 .006 .316 .444
 
Intelligence
 
1 Femininity .269 .072 .072 4.803a 4.434a
 
2 Androgyny .374 .068 .007 4.511" 4.557a
 
3 Masculinity .416 .173 .033 2.226 3.847
 
Similarity
 
1 Femininity .057 .003 .003 .179 .184
 
2 Androgyny .093 .009 .005 .301 .244
 
3 Masculinity .102 .011 .002 .104 .195
 
Morality
 
1 Femininity .158 .025 .025 1.439 1.461
 
2 Androgyny .195 .038 .013 .741 1.102
 
3 Masculinity .210 .044 .006 .363 .848
 
Nste: F» The F score assessing the unique contribution of
 
each independent variable using the Model II 6rror term (see
 
Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). » p < .05, p < .01
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Table 17 (cont'd)
 
Step Variable R R2 sr2
 F» Overall F
 
Adjustment
 
1 Femininity .084 .007 .007 .392 .401
 
2 Androgyny .094 .009 .002 .105 .251
 
3 Masculinity .134 .018 .009 .514 .337
 
Heterosexuality
 
1 Femininity .538 .289 .289 26.060»> 23.222b
 
2 Masculinity .618 .382 .093 8.349b 17.323b
 
3 Androgyny .634 .389 .007 .616 11.675b
 
Appropriateness
 
1 Femininity .131 .017 .017 .966 .992
 
2 Androgyny .144 .021 .004 .208 .594
 
3 Masculinity .161 .026 .005 .301 .491
 
Honesty
 
1 Femininity .047 .002 .002 .123 .127
 
2 Masculinity .062 .004 .002 .092 .110
 
3 Androgyny .065 .004 .000 .019 .078
 
MqIs: N = 59
 
F« The P score assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent variable was calculated using Model II error
 
term (see Tabachnick S Fidell, 1983).
 
® p < .05, b p < .01
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for 7% of the variance and androgyny explained less than 1%
 
of the remaining variance. Masculinity accounted for 3% pf
 
the remaining variance• Regarding simi1arity,; each sex­
rdle variables accounted for less than the variance.
 
Femininity accounted for 2% pf the variance in morality
 
ratings, while androgyny cphtfibuted 1% to the-Variance and
 
masculinity added less than 1%. Regarding adjustment/each
 
sex-role va:riablei5vaccpJunted fof less thah 1% of the
 
variance. Femininity accounted for nearly 29% of the
 
heterosexuality variance while masculinity accounted for an
 
additional 10% and androgyny accounted for 1ess than 1% of
 
the remaining variance. Regarding appropriateness,
 
femininity accounted for approximately 2% of the variance,
 
while masculinity and androgyny each accounted for less than
 
1% of the remaining variance. Finally, with regard to
 
honesty, al1 three sex-role variables together accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance. In summary, with the
 
exception of heterosexuality when femininity was entered at
 
the first step in the equation, it accounted for only a
 
small portion the explained variance associated with each
 
trait, ranging from <1% - 7%. Regarding heterosexuality,
 
femininity accounted for 29% of the variance. When
 
controlling for femininity both masculinity and androgyny
 
contributed significantly to intelligence and
 
heterosexuality.
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The results in Table 18: with regard to
 
likeability, androgyny accounted for 1% of th4 variance.
 
Masculinity and femininity tdgether accpunted fof 1% of the
 
remaining vafiance. For intelligence, andrbgyhy accounted
 
for 14% of the variance. Masculinity explained 1ess than 1%
 
of the variande, while femininity explained an additidhal 3%
 
of the variance. Regarding simiiarity, sex-rble variables
 
together accounted for 1% of the variance
 
accounted for approximately 4% of the variance in morality
 
ratings, while masculinity and femininity together
 
contributed less than 1% to the remaining variance.
 
Regarding adjustment, each sex-role variables accounted for
 
less than 1% of the variance. Androgyny accounted for 4% of
 
the heterosexuality variance. Femininity accounted for an
 
additional 34% of the t-emaining Variance whi1e masculinity
 
accounted for 1ess than 1%. Concerning appropriateness,
 
androgyny accounted for 1% of the variance and fernihinity
 
accounted for an additional 2% of the variance. Masculinity
 
explained less than 1% of the remaining variance. Finally,
 
with regard to honesty, the sex-role variables together
 
accounted for less than 1% of the variance. In summary,
 
with the exception of intelligence, when androgyny was first
 
entered into the model, it accounted for only a small
 
portion the explained variance associated with each trait,
 
ranging from <1% to 4%. Concerning intelligence, androgyny
 
accounted for 14% of the explained variahce. When
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HietarchiGal Regression of Androgyny, Masculinity and
 
Femininity on the Ratings of the Androgynous Male. (N =59)
 
Step Variable ; :.'\-R2.';" V'F*- - Overall F
■ sr2 
Likeability
 
1 Androgyny .118 . ■ .014 •014 .787 .807 
2 MasCulinity .134 ,018 .004 .228 .51A 
3 Femininity .154 .024 .006 .316 .444 
T T\ 4" A 1' 1 T ^ ^ A
1liue1 11 enQe
 
1 Androgyny .374 .140 .140 9.290b 9.250b
 
2 Masculinity .383 .147 .007 4.821"
 
3 Femininity .416 .026 : 1.765 3.847■; .173 
Simi1arity 
1 Andrbgyny .006 .000 .000 .002 .002 
2 Masculinity .054 .003 .003 .104 .254 
3 Femininity .102 .011 .008 .423 .195 
Morality 
1 Androgyny .194 .037 .037 2.159 2.222 
2 Masculinity .203 .041 .003 .203 1.200 
3 Femininity .210 .044 .003 .179 
Note: F« The F score assessihg^ ^^^ t^ unique Cbntiribution of 
each independent variable using the Model II error term (see 
Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983). « p < .05, p < .01 
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Tab1e 18 (cont'<
 
Step Variable ■ ■■R- : R2 Fa Overall F 
Adjustment
 
1 Androgyny .091 .008 .008
 .469 .481 
2 Masculinity .116 .013 .005 .287 .383 
3 Femininity .134 .018 .005 255 .337 
Hjat* PKnciAv11a 1 T 1" i/**^ V ^ W w v3 A LlOl J. X y ^  , 
1 Androgyny .204 .041 .041 :3.743 2.466 
2 Femininity .382 .341 30.676^ 17.3231' 
3 Masculinity .389 .389 .007 .616 11.6751' 
Appropriateness 
1 Androgyny .096 .009 .009 -■: -J.V';v519>>^ .529 
2 Masculinity ;V.150' - ;. ' ;. .025 .016 '-723 
3 Femininity •/'.lei:::'/-. .026 .001 .491V' .514 
iffOTl iP* Q f" V*1V/aX w w J; 
1 Androgyny i049 .002 .002 135
 
2 Peffiininity .052
 .003 .000 v' -v, -- .013 .075 
3 Masculinity .065 .004 .002 .086 : .078 ■/' 
F« The F score assessing the unique contribution of each 
independent variable Was calculated usin^ ilodel 11 error 
term (see Tabachnick 5 T'idel1, 1983). 
* p < ,05 > p < .01 
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controlling for androgyny, masculinity and femininity
 
contributed significantly to intelligence and
 
heterosexuality.
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DISCUSSION
 
The purpose of this research was to develop models for
 
identifying the specific male sex-role components underlying
 
several personality dimensions. In order to develop these
 
models, the data from five experiments were divided into two
 
studies based upon methodological differences. Both studies
 
were analyzed using three hierarchical regressions performed
 
first on the ratings of the masculine and then the
 
androgynous male. The masculine and androgynous males'
 
ratings of likeabi1ity, intel1igence> morality, adjustment,
 
sexual orientation, appropriateness and honesty served as
 
the dependent variables. The independent variables were the
 
subjects' ratings of the masculine and androgynous males'
 
masculinity and femininity. The product of the masculinity
 
and femininity ratings (MX F) was used in order to obtain a
 
measure of androgyny.
 
The discussion will focus first on the masculine males'
 
and then the androgynous males' ratings from Study 1. Next,
 
the masculine and androgynous males' ratings from Study 2
 
will be examined. Third, general conclusions from Study 1
 
and 2 will be developed and then a resolution of the
 
differences between the two studies will be offered.
 
Finally, areas of future research will be discussed.
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The results from Study 1 indicated that the masculine
 
stimulus person's ratings of masculinity, femininity and
 
androgyny can be used successfully to construct a model to
 
predict likeability, intelligence, morality, adjustment,
 
heterosexuality, appropriateness and honesty. Overall the
 
models accounted for an average of 46.3% (29.5% - 54.6%) of
 
the explained variance across all of the personality
 
dimensions, with the exception of heterosexuality. Regarding
 
heterosexuality, the model accounted for 72% of the
 
variance. In general, the results showed remarkable
 
consistency with masculinity accounting for the largest
 
portion of variance regardless of its order of entry in the
 
equations. It is important to note however that while
 
masculinity accounted for a substantial portion of the
 
variance, femininity and androgyny also contributed
 
significantly to prediction.
 
The results indicated that the ratings of an
 
androgynous stimulus person's masculinity, femininity, and
 
androgyny can be used successfully to construct a model to
 
predict likeability, intelligence, morality, adjustment,
 
heterosexuality, appropriateness and honesty. Overall the
 
models accounted for an average of 62.6% (58.4% - 67.4%) of
 
the explained variance across all of the personality
 
dimensions. When either masculinity or femininity entered
 
the model first, masculinity accounted for the largest
 
portion of variance across all of the personality
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dimensions. interestingly, when androgyny was entered into
 
the model first a more equal distribution of the explaihed
 
varianGe among the sex-role variables was observed. In
 
addition, while controlling for masculinity and femininity,
 
ahdrogynycontfibuted significantly to predicting the
 
dndrogyndus male's,rating on the selected perspnality
 
dimensions.
 
A better understanding of the masculine and androgynous
 
sex-roles can be gained by contrasting the results for the
 
masculine and androgynous male. Such a contrast indicated
 
that while the sex-role variables can be used successfully
 
to construot models to predict several personality
 
dimensions with regard to the masculine male, the models
 
associated with the andrbgynous male's ratings indicated
 
that overall the sek-^role yariables accounted fdr a larger
 
portion of the variance in the subjects' ratings on several
 
personality dimensions. In other word, the regression
 
coefficients associated with the androgynous male's ratings
 
regarding masculinity, femininity and androgyny would yield
 
predicted values closer to the values obtained from an
 
actual measurement. Therefore, the degree of prediction
 
associated with the models for the androgynous! male would be
 
superior to that of the masculine male.
 
The results for Study 2, while consistent/ were very
 
perplexing. Recall that in Study 2 the prerecorded
 
dialogues where constructed from empirically established
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trait descriptors from the Short Form of the Bem Sex Role
 
Inventory (s-BSRl)^ The masculine responses contained two
 
masculine trait Descriptors, whereas the androgynous
 
comments included phe masculine and one feminine trait
 
descriptor. The results of Study 2 indicated that the
 
masculine stimulus person's ratings of masculinity,
 
femininity and androgyny were not significant predictors of
 
the several personality dimensions, with the exception of
 
heterpsexuality and appropriateness. When controlling for
 
either femininity or androgyny, femininity was the only
 
significant predictor of heterosexuality, whereas when
 
masculinity wss entered first masculinity and femininity
 
were significant predictors. Regarding appropriateness,
 
masculinity was the only significant predictor regardless of
 
its order of entry. Overall the models accounted for an
 
average of 6.8% (1.4% - 10.8%) of the explained variance
 
across all of the Perspnality dimensions with the exception
 
of heterosexuality. Regarding heterosexuality, the model
 
accounted for 24% of the variance. Interestingly, when
 
control1ing for either femininity or androgyny the variable
 
masculinity failed to enter the model for intelligence and
 
heterpsexuality. i
 
The results in Study 2 indicated that the androgynous
 
stimulus person's ratings of masculinity, femininity and
 
androgyny were not significant predictors of the personality
 
dimensions, with the exception of intelligence and
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heterosexuality. Regarding intelligence, when controlling
 
for masculinity only femininity was a significant predictor
 
of intelligence. When femininity was enteredifirst
 
femininity and androgyny were significant predictors of
 
intelligence. Controlling for androgyny indicated that
 
neither masculinity nor femininity were significant
 
predictors of intelligence. Regarding heterosexuality
 
femininity was a significant predictor regardless of its
 
order of entry. Masculinity was a significant predictor
 
when either masculinity or femininity was entered first into
 
the models. Androgyny contributed significantly only when
 
controlling for masculinity. Thus, when controlling for
 
masculinity the sex-role variables contributed significantly
 
to the prediction of heterosexuality. Overall the models
 
accounted for an average of 8.6% (<1% - 17.3%) of the
 
explained variance across all of the personality dimensions
 
with the exception of heterosexuality. Regarding
 
heterosexuality, the model accounted for 39% of the
 
variance.
 
Consistent with previous research the results of Study
 
1 found that the masculine sex-role component accounted for
 
the largest portion of the variance in a majority of the
 
personality dimensions examined (e.g., Flaherty & Dusek,
 
1980; Lubinski, Tellegen & Butcher, 1981, 1983; Talyor S
 
Hall, 1982; Whitley, 1983, 1984). Therefore, the results of
 
Study 1 extend the existing research regarding the masculine
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sex-rol6 to less well researched dimensions such as
 
likeability, intelligence, morality, sexual orientation,
 
appropriateness and honesty for masculihe and androgynous
 
males. However, it should also be noted that the
 
masculihity "effect" occurred despite the results of
 
previous research examining interpersonal attraction and
 
sex-role orientation that showed the androgyngus male was
 
rated more favorably than the masculine male. Consistent
 
with previous research the resuits of Study 1 and 2 found
 
that the ahdrogynous male's combination of masculine and
 
feminine characteristics was rated as equal to or more
 
favorabre than hia masculine counterpart on each of the
 
persona:iity dimensions (e.g., Bridges, 1981; jackson, 1983;
 
Korabik, 1982, Major, GarneVa.1e & Deaux, 1981; Pursel1 &
 
Banikiotes, 1978).
 
While the results of Study 1 were consistent, the
 
results of Study 2 followed a less predictable pattern.
 
Regarding the masculine male, tiia results indicated that in
 
general the three sex-role components failed to account for
 
a significant portion of the variance in the subjects'
 
ratings of his personality, with the notable exception of
 
heterosexuality. Generally speaking, for both the masculine
 
and androgynous male the masculinity and femininity
 
components accounted for a significant portion of the
 
variance in the heterosexuality ratings. Interestingly, it
 
was the femininity ratings that provided the most consistent
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findings. In fact, in two pf the three analyses performed
 
on the masculine male's ratings of heterosexuality the
 
masculinity component did not reach the statistical
 
criterion necessary for inclusion in the equation. Analyses
 
of the androgynous male's ratings of heterosexuality
 
indicated that the femininity component contributed an
 
amount equal to or substantially greater to prediction than
 
did the masculine component. Another consistent effect was
 
the finding that the mesculine male's rating of
 
appropriateness was predicted by his judged masculinity, and
 
in two of the his judged femininity predicted a
 
significant portion of the variance in his honesty ratings.
 
For the androgynous male in Study 2 femininity and androgyny
 
also accounted for a substantial amount of the variance in
 
his intelligence ratings. However, taken together, the
 
results of Study 2 do not reflect the same consistent
 
pattern found in study 1.
 
Recall that androgyny was conceptualized as an
 
integration of both masculinity and femininity within the
 
same individual and was measured by the interaction of the
 
masculine and feminine sex-role components. This strategy
 
was undertaken in order to examine the utility of androgyny
 
as a separate construct from masculinity and femininity
 
(e.g., Lubinski et al. 1981, 1983). in addition, a large
 
portion of the sex^role 1iterature suggested that androgyny
 
might be the ideal psychological state (e.g., Alain &
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Lussier, 1988; Bern, 1974, 1975, 1977; Bern & Lenney, 1976;
 
Oriofsky & Windle,1978; Rotheram & Weiner, 1983). In fact,
 
Bern (1981) stated that "Androgyny was a concept whose time
 
has come, a concept that appears to provide a liberated and
 
more human alternative to the traditional sex biased
 
standards of mental health" (p. 362). At the descriptive
 
level of analysis the results provide support to Bern's
 
assertion that androgyny is the more preferred standard of
 
mental health in that the androgynous male's rating were
 
consistently rated more favorable for both studies.
 
However, when examined by multiple regression analyses the
 
results were mixed. Specifically, the interaction of
 
masculinity and femininity for the masculine and androgynous
 
males in Study 1 accounted for a significant portion of the
 
variance in a majority of the personality dimensions,
 
regardless of order of entry. On the other hand. Study 2
 
showed that androgyny did not account for a significant
 
portion of the variance associated with the personality
 
dimensions with the exception of intelligence and
 
heterosexuality for the androgynous male. Therefore, taken
 
together, the studies provide only partial empirical support
 
for the earlier claims that androgyny is an important
 
component of mental health and due the lack of sensitivity
 
caused by the loss of information associated with the gross
 
classification of sex-roles we join several researchers
 
(Bem, 1977; Flaherty & Dusek, 1980; Hoffman & Fidell, 1979;
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liUbinski et al., 1981, 1983) in advocating the adoption of
 
the more sensitive multiple regression technique for
 
assessing the effects of masculinity, femininity and their
 
interaction.
 
It is difficult to reconcile the results of Study 1 and
 
Study 2. No acceptable theoretical explanation suggests
 
itself. However, a consideration of possible methodological
 
considerations might provide a good starting point for
 
reconciliation. First, the stimulus persons were
 
constructed using different methods. Recall that in Study 1
 
the masculine and androgynous stimulus persons' dialogues
 
were constructed to refer to the individual's past behavior
 
or the likelihood of future behavior in several common
 
situations, thereby reflecting a theoretical approach. In
 
Study 2 the dialogues where created using previously tested
 
trait descriptors from the s-BSRI, thereby reflecting an
 
empirical approach. However, it should be noted that even
 
though Study 1 and Study 2 utilized different strategies for
 
the construction of the stimulus persons' dialogues, the
 
subjects' ratings of the stimulus persons' masculinity and
 
femininity were comparable. It is possible that using the
 
empirically established trait descriptors in Study 2 may
 
have resulted in a reduction in the variance associated with
 
the masculine and androgynous males' ratings of their
 
personalities (see restricted range problem; Anastasi, 1982;
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Hopkins, Glass & Hopkins, 1987; Keiss, 1989; Tabachinck &
 
Fidell, 1983).
 
It is important to remember that as the variability
 
within a sample declines the value of the correlation
 
coefficient also declines. This underestimation of the
 
correlation dofefficient was eloquently demonstrated by
 
Thorndike (1949) when he examined the relationship between
 
test performance and job performance. Thorndike found that
 
for the entire group of job applicants the correlation
 
between the tests was .64. However, this correlation
 
declined to .18 for the employees who qualified for
 
employment. In other words, for the second sample there may
 
have been less variance on the personality rating scale,
 
consequently the correlation coefficient declined.
 
An examination of the descriptive statistics presented
 
in Tables 1 and 10 supports the variance reduction
 
speculation. For example, comparing Table 1 (Study 1) and
 
Table 10 (Study 2) reveal that across all the personal
 
dimensions the standard deviations found in Study 2 were
 
less than that found in Study 1. For the masculine male the
 
average reduction in standard deviation was .49, while the
 
androgynous male received an average reduction of .99.
 
Additional evidence for the reduction in variance can be
 
found by examining the correlational tables. Examining
 
Tables 2 and 3 andll and 12 also supports the variance
 
reduction speculation. For example, looking at Table 2
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(study 1), the correlation between morality and masculinity,
 
for example, is .654 whereas, the correlation for the same
 
dimension reported in Table 11 (Study 2) is -.031. For the
 
androgynous male's ratings a similar pattern was evidenced.
 
In Table 3 (Study 1) the correlation between morality and
 
masculinity is .56 whereas the correlation between morality
 
and masculinity reported in Table 12 (Study 2) is .033.
 
Similar comparisons evidence a similar pattern regarding
 
reduced correlations when Study 1 and Study 2 are compared.
 
Therefore, using emipirically established traits descriptors
 
may have reduced the variance thereby reducing the
 
correlation.
 
The development of a statistical model by necessity
 
requires the model to be validated. As noted in the
 
introduction cross-validation using a new sample of subjects
 
is essential. Hence, future research should focus on
 
validating the models developed from Study 1. Specifically,
 
Tabachnick and Fidel1 (1983) suggest that regression
 
coefficients used in the regression equation should be
 
developed from a standard regression analyses. This
 
standard regression strategy should be employed since
 
standard regression analysis is the recommended procedure
 
for model testing, whereas, stepwise and hierarchical are
 
more appropriate procedures for model building. That is, as
 
exploratory techniques, stepwise and hierarchical
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regreissions can be useful for such purposes as eliminating
 
variables in order to "tighten" up the research.
 
In lieu of obtaining a new sample, an existing sampla
 
of sufficient size could be split and separate analyses
 
performed on the halves as a method of cross-validation.
 
Recall that an appropriate sample size should maintain a 20
 
to 1 case to variable ratio (Tabachnick & Fidel1, 1983).
 
Therefore, it is proposed that the data from Study 1 {N=155)
 
be randomly divided into two separate samples of equal size.
 
One of the new subsamples (li[x=77) could then be used to
 
develop the regression coefficients used in the regression
 
equation to predict subjects' ratings in the second
 
subsample (JS2=77). In the proposed study the independent
 
variables would be the subjects' ratings of the masculine
 
and androgynous ma1es' masculinity, femininity and
 
androgyny. The masculine and androgynous males' ratings of
 
likeability, intelligence, morality, adjustment, sexual
 
orientation, appropriateness and honesty given by the female
 
subjects could be the dependent variables. Thus, for the
 
proposed study the case to variable ratio would be within
 
acceptable guidelines.
 
A special cases of MRA is discriminant function
 
analysis (DPA). The primary goal of DFA iS to identify the
 
dimensions on which the groups are maximally different and
 
to develop equations for classification of group membership.
 
Therefore, future research could develop equations capable
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of accurately categorizing masculine and androgynous males
 
based upon subjects' ratings of their personality.
 
Discriminant function analysis would not only yield
 
equations for successful classification, where successful
 
classification is defined relative to chance, but would also
 
yield information about the personality dimension's relative
 
weight for classification. In addition, DFA also develops
 
equations that could accurately categorizing the several
 
personality dimensions based upon subjects' ratings of the
 
stimulus persons' sex-role.
 
Finally, future research could also focus on selected
 
parametric analyses. For example, information could be
 
established regarding how male subjects respond to other
 
males who are either masculine or androgynous. With those>
 
data regression analysis could be used to develop equations
 
for predicting selected personality dimensions from the
 
stimulus persons' judged masculinity, femininity and
 
androgyny. Comparative analyses among the equations
 
developed using female and male subjects could then be
 
performed.
 
Recall that the literature regarding the relationship
 
of masculinity, femininity and androgyny to well-being
 
and/or adjustment is controversial. Several researchers
 
have argued that the masculine sex-role and other positive
 
attributes were the major components underlying
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psychological well-being (e.g., Flaherty & Dusek, 1980;
 
Lubinski, Tellegen, & Butcher, 1981, 1983; Nevill, 1977;
 
Taylor & Hall, 1982; Whitley, 1983, 1984). On the other
 
hand, Bern and others have argued that since androgyny
 
permits greater flexibility in sex-role related behaviors,
 
and therefore greater psychological adjustment, androgyny
 
was the major component underlying psychological well-being
 
(e.g., Alain & Lussier, 1988, Bem, 1974, 1975, 1977; Bem &
 
Lenney, 1976; Orlofsky Windle, 1978; Rotheram & Weiner,
 
1983). The results from this study were found to lie
 
somewhere between these two interpretations such that the
 
masculinity dimension accounted for a majority of the
 
variance, however, when masculinity was controlled for
 
femininity and androgyny contributed significantly to
 
prediction.
 
The broader implications of this research are that the
 
traditional male sex-role is changing. Recall that the
 
androgynous male was judged as more appropriate, more
 
likeable, niore intelligent and more moral than his masculine
 
counterpart. Therefore, while it is important for men to
 
retain the traditional masculine social actions they must
 
also integrate those actions with some feminine qualities.
 
In other words, he is required to be masculine in certain
 
situations and feminine in other situations, and this
 
creates new challenges for the modern man. Specifically,
 
the boundary lines for appropriate social action have become
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blurred and in some instances have disappeared. Men are now
 
required to discriminate between appropriate and
 
inappropriate situations with regard to masculine and
 
feminine social actions. Clearly, the role for the modern
 
male is becoming more complex.
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APPENDIX A
 
,S.E.S.S.......¥,ej.s.l,0,ia.. .D00.l5;,..lQ..f C0at;,.j^.0l...,..:Q;ar..ds.
 
10. RUN NAME
 
10.005 MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS SPEAKER # 1 AND SPEAKER #2
 
20. VARIABLE LIST
 
20.005 SUBJNUM,AGE,CELL,STUDY,FORM,DIALOG,EVAL11A,EVAL11B
 
20.010 EVAL11C,EVAL11D,EVAL11E,EVAL12A,EVAL12B,EVAL12C,
 
20.015 EVAL12D EVAL12E,EVAL12P,EVAL12G,EVAL12H,EVAL21A,
 
20.020 EVAL21B,EVAL21C EVAL21D,EVAL21E,EVAL22A,EVAL22B,
 
20.025 EVAL22C,EVAL22D,EVAL22E,EVAL22F,EVAL22G,EVAL22H
 
30. VAR LABELS
 
30.005 EVALllA HOW CLEAR SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.010 EVAL1IB HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.015 EVALllC HOW APPROPRIATE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.020 EVALllD HOW HONEST SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.025 EVALllE HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.030 EVAL12A HOW LIKEABLE SPEAKER 1/
 
30.035 EVAL12B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKERl/
 
30.040 EVAL12C HOW INTELLIGENT SPEAKERl/
 
30.045 EVALl2D HOW SIMILAR TO ME SPEAKER 1/
 
30.050 EVAL12E HOW MORAL SPEAKER 1/
 
30.055 EVAL12F HOW FEMININE SPEAKERl/
 
30.060 EVALl2G HOW MENTALLY HEALTHY SPEAKERl/
 
30.065 EVAL12H HETEROSEXUAL VS HOMOSEXUAL SPEAKERl/
 
30.070 EVAL2IA HOW CLEAR SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.075 EVAL21B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.080 EVAL21C HOW APPROPRIATE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.085 EVAL21D HOW HONEST SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.090 EVAL21E HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.095 EVAL22A HOW LIKEABLE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.100 EVAL22B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.105 EVAL22C HOW INTELLIGENT SPEAKER 2/
 
30.110 EVAL22D HOW SIMILAR TO ME SPEAKER 2/
 
30.115 EVAL22E HOW MORAL SPEAKER 2/
 
30.120 EVAL22F HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.125 EVAL22G HOW MENTALLY HEALTHY SPEAKER 2/
 
30.130 EVAL22H HETEROSEXUAL VS HOMOSEXUAL SPEAKER 2/
 
40. VALUE LABELS
 
40.005 CELL (1) MAGGIEl (2) MAGGIE2 (3) MAGGIE3 (4) MAGGIE4
 
40.010 (5) PATTY5 (6) PATTY6 (8) KIM8 (9) KIM^ (10) KIMIO
 
40.015 (11) THESIS 2 (12) THESIS 3 (13) SHARON 1
 
40.016 (14) SHARON 2/
 
40.020 STUDY (1) KIM (2) PATTY (3) SUMMER (4) THESIS
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Appendix A (cont'd)
 
40.021 (5) SHARON/
 
40.025 FORM (1) PRESENT (2) READ (3) NOTPRESENT/
 
40.030 DIALOG (1) EMPIRICAL (2) THEORETICAL/
 
40.035 EVALllA TO EVAL22H (1) NOT VERY (7) VERY/
 
50. INPUT FORMAT
 
50.005 (F3.0,2F2.0,29F1.0)
 
55. COMPUTE
 
55.005 ANDR02 = EVAL22B*EVAL22F
 
56. COMPUTE
 
56.005 ANDR01= EVAL12B*EVAL12F
 
60. N OF CASES
 
60.005 214
 
70. *SELECT IF
 
70.005 (CELL LE 10)
 
80. REGRESSION
 
80.005 VARIABLES=EVAL22A TO EVAL22H ANDR02/
 
80.010 REGRESSION=EVAL22A WITH EVAL21A TO EVAL21E
 
80.015 EVAL22B TO EVAL22H ANDR02(2)/
 
85. OPTIONS
 
85.005 6,7,22
 
90. STATISTICS
 
90.005 ALL
 
95. OPTIONS
 
95.005 7
 
100. *SELEGT IF
 
100.005 (CELL GE 11)
 
101. REGRESSION
 
101.005 VARIABLES=EVAL22A TO EVAL22H ANDR02/
 
101.010 REGRESSION=EVAL22A WITH EVAL21A TO EVAL21E
 
101.015 EVAL22B TO EVAL22H ANDRO2(2)/
 
105. OPTIONS
 
105.005 6,7,22
 
110, STATISTICS
 
110.005 ALL
 
115. OPTIONS
 
115.005 7
 
120. *SELECT IF
 
120.005 (CELL LE 10)
 
125. REGRESSION
 
125.005 VARIABLES=EVAL11A TO EVAL12H ANDROl/
 
125.010 REGRESSI0N=EVAL12A WITH EVALllA TO EVALllE
 
125.015 EVAL12B TO EVAL12HANDR01(2)/
 
130. OPTIONS
 
130.005 6,7,22
 
135. STATISTICS
 
135,005 ALL
 
140. OPTIONS
 
140.005 7
 
145. *SELECT IF
 
145.005 (CELL GE 11)
 
150. REGRESSION
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Appendix A (cont'd)
 
150.005 VARIABLES=EVAL11A TO EVAL12H ANDROl/
 
150.010 REGRESSI0N=EVAL12A WITH EVALllA TO EVALllE
 
150.015 EVAL12B TO EVAL12H ANDR0l(2)/
 
155. OPTIONS
 
155.005 6,7,22
 
160. STATISTICS
 
160.005 ALL
 
165. OPTIONS
 
165.005 7
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APPENDIX B
 
:,D,e.!Q!k Qi Csntiroi Cir„d.s.
 
10. RUN NAME
 
10.005 MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS SPEAKER # 1 AND SPEAKER #2
 
20. VARIABLE LIST
 
20.005 SUBJNUM,AGE,CELL,STUDY,FORM,DIAL0G,EVAL11A,
 
20.010 EVALllB EVALllC,EVALllD,EVALllE,EVAL12A,EVAL12B,
 
20.015 EVAL12C,EVAL12D,EVAL12E,EVAL12F,EVAL12G,EVAL12H,
 
20.020 EVAL21A,EVAL21B,EVAL21C,EVAL21D,EVAL21E,EVAL22A,
 
20.025 EVAL22B,EVAL22C,EVAL22D,EVAL2 2 E,EVAL22F,EVAL22G,
 
20.030 EVAL22H
 
30. VAR LABELS
 
30.005 EVALllA HOW CLEAR SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.010 EVALllB HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.015 EVALllC HOW APPROPRIATE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.020 EVALllD HOW HONEST SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.025 EVALllE HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.030 EVAL12A HOW LIKEABLE SPEAKER 1/
 
30.035 EVAL12B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKERl/
 
30.040 EVAL12C HOW INTELLIGENT SPEAKERl/
 
30.045 EVAL12D HOW SIMILAR TO ME SPEAKER 1/
 
30.050 EVAL12E HOW MORAL SPEAKER 1/
 
30.055 EVAL12F HOW FEMININE SPEAKERl/
 
30.060 EVAL12G HOW MENTALLY HEALTHY SPEAKERl/
 
30.065 EVAL12H HETEROSEXUAL VS HOMOSEXUAL SPEAKERl/
 
30.070 EVAL21A HOW CLEAR SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.075 EVAL2IB HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.080 EVAL21C HOW APPROPRIATE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.085 EVAL21D HOW HONEST SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.090 EVAL21E HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.095 EVAL22A HOW LIKEABLE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.100 EVAL22B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.105 EVAL22C HOW INTELLIGENT SPEAKER 2/
 
30.110 EVAL22D HOW SIMILAR TO ME SPEAKER 2/
 
30.115 EVAL22E HOW MORAL SPEAKER 2/
 
30.120 EVAL22F HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.125 EVAL22G HOW MENTALLY HEALTHY SPEAKER 2/
 
30.130 EVAL22H HETEROSEXUAL VS HOMOSEXUAL SPEAKER 2/
 
40. VALUE LABELS
 
40.005 CELL (1) MAGGIEl (2) MAGGIE2 (3) MAGGIE3 (4) MAGGIE4
 
40.010 (5) PATTY5 (6) PATTY6 (8) KIM8 (9) KIM9 (10) KIMIO
 
40.015 (11) THESIS 2 (12) THESIS 3 (13) SHARON 1
 
40.016 (14) SHARON 2/
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Appendix B (cont'd)
 
40.020 STUDY (1) KIM (2) PATTY (3) SUMMER (4) THESIS
 
40.021 (5) SHARON/
 
40.025 FORM (1) PRESENT (2) READ (3) NOTPRESENT/
 
40.030 DIALOG U) EMPIRICAL (2) THEORETICAL/
 
40.035 EVALllA TO EVAL22H (1) NOT VERY (7) VERY/
 
50. INPUT FORMAT
 
50.005 (F3.0,2F2.0,29F1.0)
 
55. COMPUTE
 
55.005 ANDR02 = EVAL22B*EVAL22F
 
56. COMPUTE
 
56.005 ANDROl = EVAL12B*EVAL12F
 
60. N OF CASES
 
60.005 214
 
70. *SELECT IF
 
70.005 (CELL LE 10)
 
80. REGRESSION
 
80.005 VARIABLES=EVAL11A TO EVAL12H ANDROl/
 
80.010 REGRESSI0N=EVAL12A WITH EVALllA TO EVALllE
 
80.015 EVAL12B TO EVAL12H(4) ANDR01(2)/
 
85. OPTIONS
 
85.005 6,7,22
 
90. STATISTICS
 
90.005 ALL
 
95. OPTIONS
 
95.005 7
 
100. *SELECT IF
 
100.005 (CELL GE 11)
 
101. REGRESSION
 
101.005 VARIABLES-EVALllA TO EVAL12H ANDROl/
 
101.010 REGRESSI0N=EVAL12A WITH EVALllA TO EVALllE
 
101.015 EVAL12B TO EVAL12H(4) ANDR0l(2)/
 
105. OPTIONS
 
105.005 6,7,22
 
110. STATISTICS
 
110.005 ALL
 
115. OPTIONS
 
115.005 7
 
120. *SELECT IF
 
120.005 (CELL LE 10)
 
125. REGRESSION
 
125.005 VARIABLES=EVAL21A TO EVAL22H ANDR02/
 
125.010 REGRESSION=EVAL22A WITH EVAL21A TO EVAL21E
 
125.015 EVAL22B TO EVAL22H(4) ANDR02(2)/
 
130. OPTIONS
 
130.005 6,7,22
 
135. STATISTICS
 
135.005 ALL
 
140. OPTIONS
 
140.005 7
 
145. *SELECT IF
 
145.005 (CELL GE 11)
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Appendix B (cont'd)
 
150. REGRESSION
 
150.005 VARIABLES=EVAL21A TO EVAL22H ANDR02/
 
150.010 REGRESSION=EVAL22A WITH EVAL21A TO EVAL21E
 
150.015 EVAL22B TO EVAL22H(4) ANDR02(2)/
 
155. OPTIONS
 
155.005 6,7,22
 
160. STATISTICS
 
160.005 ALL
 
165. ' OPTIONS
 
165.005 7
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APPENDIX C
 
.aE.as .aards.
 
10. RUN NAME
 
10.005 MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS SPEAKER # 1 AND SPEAKER # 2
 
20. VARIABLE LIST
 
20.005 SUBJNUM,AGE,CELL,STUDY,FORM,DIAL0G,EVAL11A,EVAL11B
 
20.010 EVAL11C,EVAL11D,EVAL11E,EVAL12A,EVAL12B, „
 
20.015 EVAL12C,EVAL12D EVAL12E,EVAL12F,EVAL12G,EVAL12H,
 
20.020 EVAL21A,EVAL21B,EVAL21C,EVAL21D,EVAL21E,EVAL22A,
 
20.025 EVAL22B,EVAL22C,EVAL22D,EVAL22EEVAL22F, EVAL22G,
 
20.030 EVAL22H
 
30. VAR LABELS
 
30.005 EVALllA HOW CLEAR SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.010 EVALllB HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.015 EVALllC HOW APPROPRIATE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.020 EVALllD HOW HONEST SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.025 EVALllE HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 1 COMMENTS/
 
30.030 EVAL12A HOW LIKEABLE SPEAKER 1/
 
30.035 EVAL12B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKERl/
 
30.040 EVAL12C HOW INTELLIGENT SPEAKERl/
 
30.045 EVAL12D HOW SIMILAR TO ME SPEAKER 1/
 
30.050 EVAL12E HOW MORAL SPEAKER 1/
 
30.055 EVAL12F HOW FEMININE SPEAKERl/
 
30.060 EVALl20 HOW MENTALLY HEALTHY SPEAKERl/
 
30.065 EVAL12H HETEROSEXUAL VS HOMOSEXUAL SPEAKERl/
 
30.070 EVAL21A HOW CLEAR SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.075 EVAL21B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.080 EVAL21C HOW APPROPRIATE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.085 EVAL21D HOW HONEST SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.090 EVAL21E HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 2 COMMENTS/
 
30.095 EVAL22A HOW LIKEABLE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.100 EVAL22B HOW MASCULINE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.105 EVAL22C HOW INTELLIGENT SPEAKER 2/
 
30.110 EVAL22D HOW SIMILAR TO ME SPEAKER 2/
 
30.115 EVAL22E HOW MORAL SPEAKER 2/
 
30.120 EVAL22F HOW FEMININE SPEAKER 2/
 
30.125 EVAL22G HOW MENTALLY HEALTHY SPEAKER 2/
 
30.130 EVAL22H HETEROSEXUAL VS HOMOSEXUAL SPEAKER 2/
 
40. VALUE LABELS
 
40.005 CELL (1) MAGGIEl (2) MAGGIE2 (3) MAGGIES (4) MAGGIE4
 
40.010 (5) PATTY5 (6) PATTY6 (8) KIM8 (9) KIM9 (10) KIMIO
 
40.015 (11) THESIS 2 (12) THESIS 3 (13) SHARON 1
 
40.016 (14) SHARON 2/
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Appendix C (cont'd) '
 
40.020 STUDY (1) KIM (2) PATTY (3) SUMMER (4) THESIS
 
40.025 (5) SHARON/
 
40.025 FORM (1) PRESENT (2) READ (3) NOTPRESENT/
 
40.030 DIALOG (1) EMPIRICAL (2) THEORETICAL/
 
40.035 EVALllA TO EVAL22H (1) NOT VERY (7) VERY/
 
50. INPUT FORMAT
 
50.005 (F3.0,2F2.0,29F1.0)
 
55. COMPUTE
 
55.005 ANDR02 - EVAL22B*EVAL22F
 
56. COMPUTE )
 
56.005 ANDROl = EVAL12B*EVAL12F '
 
60. N OF CASES
 
60.005 214
 
70. *SELECT IF
 
70.005 (CELL LE 10)
 
80. REGRESSION
 
80.005 VARIABLES=EVAL21A TO EVAL22H ANDR02/
 
80.010 REGRESSI0N=EVAL22A WITH EVAL21A TO EVAL21E
 
80.015 EVAL22B TO EVAL22H ANDR02(1)/
 
85. OPTIONS
 
85.005 6,7,22
 
90. STATISTICS
 
90.005 ALL
 
95. OPTIONS
 
95.005 7
 
100. *SELECT IF
 
100.005 (CELL GE 11)
 
101. REGRESSION
 
101.005 VARIABLES=EVAL22A TO EVAL22H ANDR02/
 
101.010 REGRESSION=EVAL22A WITH EVAL21A TO EVAL21E
 
101.015 EVAL22B TO EVAL22H ANDR02(1)/
 
105. OPTIONS
 
105.005 6,7,22
 
110. STATISTICS
 
110.005 ALL
 
115. OPTIONS
 
115.005 7
 
120. *SELECT IF
 
120.005 (CELL LE 10)
 
125. REGRESSION
 
125.005 VARIABLES=EVAL11A TO EVAL12H ANDROl/
 
125.010 REGRESSI0N=EVAL12A WITH EVALllA TO EVALllE
 
125.015 EVAL12B TO EVAL12H ANDROl(l)/
 
130. OPTIONS
 
130.005 6,7,22
 
135. STATISTICS
 
135.005 ALL
 
140. OPTIONS
 
140.005 7
 
145. *SELECT IF
 
145.005 (CELL GE 11)
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150. REGRESSION ^
 
150.005 VARIABLES=EVAL11A TO EVAL12H ANDROl/
 
150.010 REGRESSI0N=EVAL12A WITH EVALllA TO EVALllE
 
1501.015 EVAL12B TO EVAL12H ANDROl(1)/
 
155. OPTIONS
 
155.005 6,7,22
 
160. STATISTICS
 
160.005 ALL
 
165. OPTIONS
 
165.005 7
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Question 1: 	You are attracted to someone in one of your
 
classes. What would you be likely to do?
 
isr 1, (confederate A): Well, lets see...I would...I'm
 
kinda the outgoing type, so what I'd probably do is go up to
 
her at break and, you know, start talking about the
 
professor, or possibly the homework, and...just...I'm really
 
not afraid to talk to girls, so I'd just probably tell her
 
that I noticed her at break, and get her telephone number so
 
that, you know, we could probably go out...uh, go out
 
sometime. And...I usually like to take my dates to dinner
 
or possibly a movie.
 
(confederate B): Well,let's see...I'm really
 
outgoing, so, you know, I'd probably just go Up to her at
 
the break and start talking about something...like the
 
professor, or homework, or, you know...whatever, I'm not
 
afraid to talk to girls, and oh, I could tell her that I
 
noticed her and ask her out on a date. You know, I...I like
 
to take my date out for...maybe dinner and a movie or
 
something like that.
 
Speaker 2 (confederate A); Well...1 was afraid you were
 
gonna ask that one. Well, I hate to admit it, but I...I'm
 
kinda shy around girls. Oh, I really don't know what to do
 
around them. Um... well, I'd probably just let her, uh,
 
male the first move and come over and talk to me, you know.
 
I'd hope she'd ask me out on a date, 'cuz I'm too afraid to
 
talk to her.
 
(confederate B): Well, gee, I don't know. Uh...I
 
doubt if I'd do anything, really 'cus I'm you know, a pretty
 
shy kinda guy, so... I probably...I'd be afraid to let her
 
know I was interested in her because she may not like my
 
anyhow. I'd just, you knoW/ kinda hope that she'd like me,
 
too, and maybe she'd come and talk to me and ask me out on a
 
date.
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Question 2: 	You are watching a sad movie at home with your
 
girlfriend and you feel as if you are about to
 
cry. What would you do in this situation?
 
Speakex,.1 (confederate A): Well, let's see...in the first
 
place I don't even watch sad movies. The kind of movies I
 
like to watch are probabiy westerns, science
 
fiction...comedies I like. But if I had to sit there and
 
watch a sad movie I'd probably be bored to death, and I
 
wouldn't... uh... I wouldn't cry. 'Cuz I don't think that
 
Would do any 	good anyway...because it's only a movie.
 
(confederate B): That's a real easy question.
 
Um...you know, I don't watch sad movies. I like westerns,
 
and ,uh, science fictions. I really enjoy comedies,
 
though...they're my favorites. But, you know, if I had to
 
sit there and watch a sad movie, man, I'd really be bored.
 
I'd never cry. What good would that do? It's only a movie.
 
- 2 (confederate A): Oh, crying at sad movies, huh?
 
r, you know...I usually don't hide my emotions. You know,
 
it really doesn't matter who I'm with or where I am, you
 
know. I... I've always kinda been that way, you know. I've
 
been in a lot of movies and movies bring out a lot of sad
 
emotions sometimes. And, you know, if it's real sad my
 
girlfriend and I'd probably both be crying. Uh...you know,
 
afterwards we could talk about it.
 
(confederate B): Well, you know, I usually
 
don't hide my emotions, and it really doesn't matter where I
 
am or who I'm with...so, I usually just go ahead and cry.
 
Um...some of the movies bring out a lot of different
 
emotions anyway, so, you know> if it was a real sad movie me
 
and my girlfriend would probably be crying, you know. But
 
then we could talk about it afterwards.
 
Question 3: 	You are required to complete some community
 
volunteer work for a class you are enrolled in.
 
What would you like to do?
 
SpeaMr. I (confederate a): Well, let's see...being the
 
ambitious type person, I've always been interested in
 
firefighting. So I'd, you know, probably choose to do
 
something like that, or I could... I could coach a Little
 
League team, either football or baseball would be alright.
 
Let's see..what else? I'd also be good in probably the
 
Sheriff's Reserves.
 
(confederate B); What would I like to do? Um,
 
you know, I'm really ambitious and I've always been
 
interested in firefighting, so I think I'd choose to do
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somethinQ like thet. Or, utti, I could coech a Little League

football team or a basketball team...that'd be kinda neat.
 
Um, I think I d also be good in the Sheriff's:Reserves.
 
Sfi.S.a,k.fe.r....,2 A): oh, volunteer work, huh? Well,
 
what ever I do, I'd like to be a part of something where I
 
get to help people, you know. You've seen those rape
 
hotline they have downtown, or suicide hotline...that would
 
be interesting. Or...what else could I do? Oh, I could as
 
a nurse's aide, or you know, even help out a a daycare
 
center.
 
{confederate B): Well, let's see...what would I
 
like to do? Uh, you know I'd like to probably be a part of
 
something where I could help people. Uh, maybe answering

phones at a crisis hotline, or let's see...ohe of those rape
 
or suicide hotline. You know, something like that where you
 
can spend time helping people. Or, you know, even maybe as
 
a nurses aide..or in a hospital. Or, you know, I guess I'd
 
maybe like to help out a a daycare center or something.
 
Question 4: Your car breaks down and the gas station
 
mechanic says that it will cost $500.00 to
 
fix it. What would you do in this situation?
 
(confederate A): Gosh, five-hundred dollars!
 
What the heck happened? Um, I don't have much faith in
 
those gas station mechanics, and I'm pretty good with cars
 
anyway...so I would just tell him to forget it and I'd take
 
it home and go the junkyard and maybe buy the part
 
there...and save some money.
 
(confederate B): Oh, five-hundred dollars, huh?
 
Oh something must have happened to that poor old car. Uh,
 
fortunately, you kh6w> I'm pretty good with cars and I've
 
got a whole garage full of tools, so...you know, that's
 
really not that big a problem for me. Um...I'd tell the
 
mechanic just to forget it and just fix it myself, and uh, I
 
could go the junkyard and get some of the parts and save
 
some money.
 
.Sp.t.a.ksx,..2 (confederate A): Oh, you know, I really don't
 
know anything about cars and I'm always afraid this is going
 
to happen and some mechanic is just going to really take
 
advantage of me. Uh...you know, in the end I'd just have to
 
let him go ahead and fix it. I really feel pretty helpless,
 
you know. I can't fix it myself...! just hope he wouldn't
 
take me for every penny I had.
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(confederate B): Well, you know, I have a
 
pretty old car so I'm always afraid that's going to happen
 
and some mechanic is really gfoing to take advantage of me.
 
Uh...1 just don't know anything about cars and I guess I'd
 
just have to go ahead and fix it and, you know, I'd have no
 
other choice, I guess. Uh, sometimes I fell pretty helpless
 
'cuz I don't--because I can't fix it myself. I just hope

that he wouldn't take, me for every penny that I have.
 
Question 5: You have the opportunity to use a VCR. What
 
programs would you tape for later viewing?
 
(confederate A): Oh, this is ah easy one to
 
answer, 'cuz I just got one for Christmas last year.
 
Uh..,and what I do with it is, just tape al1 the footbal1
 
games and boxing matches. And; it makes it kinda neat, 'cuz
 
when my buddies come over and you have a few beers, you
 
always have something to watch.
 
(confederate B): That's an easy question to
 
answer. I've already got one. I got it last year for
 
Christmas. Now I get to tape all the basketball games and
 
all the boxing matches that are on. Uh, you know, and it's
 
really great having these tapes because now when my buddies
 
come over we sit down and have a few beors and we always
 
have something to watch.
 
SX2 (confederate A): Oh, you now, having a VCR...oh,
 
that'd really be great, you know. Then I could...! could
 
tape the soaps I miss, you know, 'cuz I'm in school all day.
 
And as it stands right now I have to call my mom and, you
 
know, ask her what's happening to Mariena on "Days of Our
 
Lives"...and that's really a pain. So, you know, having a
 
VCR would really be a big help. I only wish I had the money
 
to buy one.
 
(confederate B): Uh, use a VCR? Yeah, that'd
 
be great. Um, them we could, you know, tape the soaps that
 
I miss while I'm in class. Since school started I usually
 
have to call my mon to find out what's happened to Mariena
 
on "Days of Our Lives." Hey, that's a really good idea. I
 
wish I had the money to buy one.
 
Question 6: You have a Saturday afternoon free from all
 
commitments. How would you spend this time?
 
SP.S.ak§.X.....l (confederate A): Well, let's
 
see...freetime...I've almost really forgotten what that is.
 
Oh, no not really, just joking. Uh, let's see, if I had the
 
afternoon to myself, I'd probably call up a couple of my
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friends and see if they'd want to go out motorcycle riding,
 
or maybe even play a game of football.
 
(confederate B): Hmmmm...free time. Well, I'm
 
taking an overload this quarter and I just don't have any
 
free time anymore. Umi..if I had and afternoon free,
 
though...you know, I'd call up some of my buddies and ask
 
them if they want to go dirt bike riding, or something like
 
that. Or, see if they wanted to go play a football game.
 
.S(E.e,ake,X 2, (confederate A): Oh, let's see, you know, I'm
 
taking so many classes this quarter I really don't have any

time al all. Man, I am so busy! But, you.know what I
 
really miss doin'? It sound kinda silly, but I'd like to
 
curl up next to a fireplace and just read a good book. Or,
 
let's see...what else could I do? You know, if the
 
weather's nice, I don't get a chance to see my mom much
 
anymore, so I'd probably ask her out to lunch, or to go
 
shopping, or maybe take her to a movie.
 
(confederate B): Well, let's see, you know,
 
being a student I really donU have a whole lot of free
 
time. Uh, well I guess what I'd really probably like to do
 
is curl up by the fireplace and just read a good book. Or
 
you know, if the weather was nice I'd probably call up my
 
mom and see if she'd like to, you know, go out to lunch. We
 
could go shopping or even go to a movie.
 
Question 7: Your sister is going out of town for the
 
weekend and she needs to leave her three-year­
old child with you. What would you do in this
 
situation?
 
.SEg.a.k.ax...1 (confederate A): Wei1, I...I don't know what I'd
 
do. The first thing, I don't think my sister would even ask
 
me to babysit 'cuz, uh, she knows how I - knows how I am.
 
Ah...I'm not that good around the kids anyway. Uh...I just,
 
I guess I'd just have to tell my sister I couldn't do it.
 
But I guess if I absolutely had to...I'd probably have
 
someone come over and babysit. I just, you know, find
 
myself being too busy on the weekends and I couldn't get
 
much done with a three-year-old under my feet.
 
(confederate B): Oh, babysitting a three-year­
old kid, huh? Um, I'm not sure I oould handle that, uh,
 
besides my sister wouldn't even ask me. I mean, she knows
 
how I am and she know I'm not very good around the kids.
 
Um, if she did ask I'd just tell her that I couldn't do it.
 
Or, you know, I mean if I absolutely had to, I'd find
 
someone to come over and babysit. Uh, afterall, I'm busy on
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'don't think I could get a whole lot done
With a kid under ray fee .
 
SEeaketJ (oon£ed« a): Ooh...babysitting a three-year
Old kid/ huh. Well, you know, that wouldn't be too bad As
 
a raatter of fact, I have a nephew who's three and, raan, he's
 
know^ t^ti?}' get along real well with him so.. . You
truth, I'd like to have kids of ray
 
toSethSrg e . w® could find plenty of things to do
I mean, you know, we coul go to the park or the
 
I ®an push him on the swings-he
 
iZlty, swings-and, you know, if it was raining or
something we 	could stay home, and we sing songs and play
 
r:jke^=ioki:r"°""'^ uk..nrh.iE
 
he too bad.'^Shfirr-?Ur 'i
 
'f t"*k nieces and nephews. You know, I really can't
wait til I have my own kids. Uh, I'm sure we could find
plenty of things to do together. You know, we could go to
 
the park, or 	to the playground. Ura, we could play on the
 
swings over there. We could stay home and sign songs or
 
bake cookies J^ing-around-the-rosie, or we could even
 
Question 8: 	You have just found out that your girlfriend is
 
cheating on you. What would you do in this
 
situation?
 
J^ (confederate A): Oh, you know, I'd really be mad
 
fool 	 gonna make a
 
^ ^ 	 'I would. . . 0 dOU't knOW...I'd
demand to know who she was seeing and then I'd talk to that
 
do^'f f i f fK*4. r— then I'd dump her for good, 'cuz I
 
o?2nfv f 	 kind of stuff. And anyway, there's
plenty of other girls out there.
 
B): Oh...girlfriend's cheating on
me, huh. Id really be mad. And, I'd confront her with it
 
mW 2hl ^^ 	 I'd demand to know
who s e was seeing, and I d deal with that guy later.
 
that'kinS if dump her for good 'cuz I just don't stand for
 d o st ff,and, you know,there are ple ty of other
 
girls out there anyways.
 
.BE.S.ak.e.t'.,...t (confederate A): oh, these questions are gettina

tough, you know? Ah, heck...girlfriend's cheating on me.
 
Well, yeah, I really hate to admit it, but, you know,
 
I'd'^rnhiST I - • - I'd be hurt so much
  p obably 	even cry and uh, uh...really get depre sed
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Uh, you know...oh, what could I do? Oh, I'd probably, you
 
know, try to talk to her and work things out, but, you know,
 
in the end I'd probably just forgive her.
 
(confederate B): Oh, shoot...these aire getting
 
tough. Um, I don't know. I guess...um...I might have
 
to...uh...I'd probably--definiteIy--be hurt. I hate to
 
admit it, but it probably...I'd probably just end up crying
 
and be depressed. I'd probably, uh...try to talk to her and
 
work things out and maybe in the end I'd find a way to
 
forgive her.
 
Question 9: If you had unlimited time and money, what
 
career would you pursue?
 
.Speaker.. 1 (confederate A): Wei1, 1et's see...what career
 
would I pursue? Wei1, right now I'm working on a business
 
degree with a special emphasis on international banking.
 
But> uh> in the future I think I'd like to be a head of a
 
large...a large corporation that has office abroad. Or,
 
possible the Chief Executive of Wall Street.
 
(confederate B): Oh, unlimited time and money,
 
huh? That'd really be great. Right now I'm an
 
undergraduate and I'm working on a business degree. You
 
know, I really get a kick out of international banking and
 
financing. So, uh, in the future I'd like to be the head of
 
a large corporation that has offices abroad. Or, ah,
 
possible even the Chief Executive on Wall Street.
 
Speaker 2 (confederate A): Hmmm...unlimited time and
 
money...oh, that's a favorite fantasy of mine. Right now,
 
I... I'm just an undergraduate and I take mostly art courses
 
so...uh, you know, what I really think about doing is
 
working in the fashion industry, but you know with my
 
personality and everything I... I'd stick to the creative
 
end of the business and I'd have to find someone who could
 
handle the business side of it. You know, I could even open
 
up a... uh, you know, a fashion shop.
 
(confederate B): Well, let's see...Uh, well
 
right now I'm just an undergraduate taking mostly art
 
courses. Uh, so I'd really like to work in the fashion
 
industry. I'd probably have to find a partner who could
 
handle the business end of the deal while I handle the
 
creative ind. You know, maybe...shoot,maybe even...uh, I'd
 
like to open up a small fashion shop.
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Question 10: You mother is ill and your father is out of
 
town. You have just been called home to help
 
out with this situation. What would you do?
 
Speakex. 1, (confederate A): Well I guess I'd go home if
 
they asked me to...uh,but of course, you know, I couldn't
 
take Mom's place 'cuz I just don't know how to do those
 
sorts of things. Uh, I'd probably end up calling my sisters
 
to come over and do the cooking and the cleaning. You know,
 
those type of things that mom's do. Uh, but, you know, one
 
thing I could do...I could take care of the yard or, you
 
know, fix the car, pay the bills... or, you know, fix
 
anything that was broken. You know, the kind of things that
 
my father usually does.
 
(confederate B): Oh, what would I do? Well if
 
they asked me, I'd go home. But of course, you know, I
 
could never take Mom's place because I don't know how to do
 
those sorts of things. I mean, you know, I'd have to call
 
my sisters and have them come over to do the cooking and the
 
cleaning--I am a terrible cook! Um...you know, but I'm good
 
at some things....1 can take care of the yard and fix the
 
car and make sure it's O^K. And, you know, pay the bills
 
and maybe fix something that got broken. Uh, you know, the
 
things that my dad usually does.
 
.Sp.eia.kex.,,2 (confederate a): oh, what would I do...huh? Wei1
 
I'd go home and, you know, help out, you know, if I could.
 
Uh, well...what could I do? Um, you know, I could do the
 
cooking and the cleaning up after my little brothers. You
 
know basically the kind of stuff my mon does when she's
 
feeling better. Urn, you know, it really wouldn't bother me
 
because, you know, I used to do that stuff when I lived at
 
home anyways.
 
(confederate B): Uh...let's see...Mom's ill and
 
Dad's out of town... uh, sure I'd go home and help. Uh...I
 
could do the cooking. I could clean up, you know, after my
 
little brothers...and basically just do the stuff that Mom
 
does. And I don't mind because, uh, when I lived at home I
 
used to do it all the time...just to help mom out.
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£9.,s.fc.-£QB,M.er.sBt.i.Q,3a
 
EVALUATION OF SPEAKER #1
 
DIREGTIONS
 
Please evaluate Speaker #1 by placing a check ({) in the
 
blank space that best describes how you feel.
 
1. After listening to Speaker #l'sconOTents, I found them
 
to be:
 
very unclear 
_ Very clear
 
masculine not masculine
 
very
 very
 
inappropriate appropriate
 
very honest very dishonest
 
not feminine
 feminine
 
2. After listening to Speaker #1, I found Speaker #1 to be
 
very
 
_ __ __ not very
 
likeable likeable
 
masculine
 not masculine
 
not very very
 
intelligent 
_ intelligent
 
very moral 
_ very immoral
 
not feminine ^ _ feminine
 
very not very
 
mentally mentally
 
healthy healthy
 
homosexual heterosexual
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EVALUATION OP SPEAKER #2
 
DIRECTIONS
 
Please evaluate Speaker #2 by placing a check ({) in the
 
blank space that best describes how you feel.
 
1. After listening to Speaker #2's conm\ents, I found them
 
to be:
 
very unclear
 very clear
 
masculine
 ncJt masculine
 
very
 very
 
inappropriate appropriate
 
very honest
 very dishonest
 
not feminine
 feminine
 
2. After listening to Speaker #2, I found Speaker #2 to be;
 
very __ __
 
__ not very
 
likeable
 likeable
 
masculine
 not masculine
 
not very very
 
intelligent
 intelligent
 
very moral
 very immoral
 
not feminine __ __
 
_ feminine
 
very
 not very
 
mentally
 mentally
 
healthy
 healthy
 
homosexual
 
_ heterosexual
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: £.e..i:.ka.fci.,m XoD.s..srl.Bi.s.....,..Qj. Sp,e.a.fe;.er.s..;.'. ;.Di.a.I,Q.g.u,e.§.
 
Question 1: You are watching a sad movie at home with your
 
girlfriend and you feel as if you are about to cry. What
 
would you do in this situation?
 
Issi: 1.: Xhis is a tough one... I never watch sad movies.
 
Let's see...I'm basically an individualist and don't like
 
movies about relationships... I enjoy action films...If I
 
had to watch a sad movie...I know I would really be bored.
 
Boy...1 can't even imagine myself wanting to cry... As I
 
mentioned before, I have a strong personality and I'm just
 
not the type to cry. What good would that do anyway? It's
 
only a movie.
 
Ya know...I have to admit if I could choose
 
between watching a sad movie or something on ESPN...Ya know
 
the sports channel, I would probably chooSe ESPN. I'm
 
really athletic and love sports. However> that doesn't mean
 
I can't be compassionate. If I was watching a sad movie and
 
I felt like crying I would go ahead and Cry. In fact, if
 
the movie was real sad my girlfriend would probably be
 
crying too.
 
Question 2: You have been waiting patiently in line when a
 
woman cuts in front of you. What would you do in this
 
situation?
 
!.a,kg!.r;....l• Well let's see...I can see myself being forceful
 
in a situation like this. I would simply direct the woman
 
to the end of the line. My time is just as valuable as
 
hers...If I have to wait, why shouldn't she? If she refused
 
to go to the end of the line, I might have to be even more
 
assertive. I wouldn't think twice about telling the person
 
in charge and having them escort her to the back of the
 
line.
 
Speaker 2: I really don't think some people are aware of
 
how they are imposing on others when they do things like
 
that...So I'd definitely be assertive and ask the woman to
 
go to the end of the line. Though...ya know...if she really
 
had a good reason and if I wasn't in a really big hurry
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myself, I might yield and let her cut ahead of me if the
 
other people in line didn't mind. ~
 
Question 3: Your mother is ill and you father is out of
 
town. You have just been cal1ed home to help out in this
 
situation. What would you do?
 
liT. ,1: Well...I'd certainly go home if my family asked
 
me to and act as the leader by taking over the
 
responsibilities of running the house. The first thing I
 
would do is call my sisters to come over and do the cooking
 
and cleaning...I would take care of the yard...or make sure
 
the car is running O.K.\.or fix anything that was broken...
 
In situations like this you just need to take charge, and I
 
have readership abilities so I'm sure I could handle it.
 
Lk.iSX.2: Well...Being loyal to my family is important to
 
me. So there would be no question. I'd go home and help
 
mom in any way she needed me to. I would everything around
 
the house...like cooking and keeping the house picked
 
UP-...I would also take care of the yard and all of that
 
kind of stuff...It would really be no problem taking care of
 
tha house inside and out because I have been independent for
 
quite some tine and I do all that stuff at my house.
 
Question 4: It is past time for you 90 day review which
 
involves discussion of your work performance and a raise.
 
Your supervisor has not yet set up a time and date for the
 
evaluation. What would you do in this situation?
 
kiX 1: In a situation like that...it's management's
 
responsibility to stay on top of those things. So...I'd
 
defend my beliefs...I'd just ask my supervisor when he was
 
planning to do my evaluation. After al1....I know
 
management likes sharp, aggressive people and by speaking up
 
he would see that I have those qualities.
 
cer 2: That's rough because you can never really be
 
sure how they are going to react to you questioning them
 
about your evaluation. However, I am sure that I would be
 
assertive and talk to my supervisor about the situation.
 
Anyway the evaluation may have slipped his mind, in which
 
case I would be understanding.
 
Question 5: You have been offered a new job that involves a
 
promotion and a pay raise. The job would require that you
 
and your family move across the county, and they need an
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answer as soon as possible, iwhat would you do in this
 
situation?
 
■ I- Well...being a competitive person, I could not 
let an opportunity like that pass me by. I know mobility is 
a criterion for climbing the corporate ladder and I know my 
family would be excited and back me 100%. Yeah, the 
decision would be easy to make. I'd let them know we could
 
have our bags packed by the end of the week!
 
e..r 2.: That sounds great. But... if I had a family
 
there would be a lot of things to consider...I would
 
definitely be sensitive to their needs... In the end it
 
would have to be n family decision and if we all agreed it
 
was a good move, I'd take the job. I'm really ambitious and
 
would enjoy the challenge that goes along with a new job and
 
a move across the country.
 
Question 6: You are attract to someone in one of you
 
classes. What would you do in this situation?
 
sex Xl Well...Let's see....If I were attracted to
 
someone I would just be assertive and go up to her on the
 
break and start talking about the professor....or the
 
homework. I'm not afraid to talk to girls.... I'd ask her
 
for her phone number so we could go out sometime. I like to
 
take my date out to dinner and a movie, of course, in this
 
kind of a situation you run the risk if her saying no, but I
 
wouldn't let that stand in my way... I'd ask her out.
 
L 2: Well...You know in situations like this I can be
 
shy because you can never be sure if she is going to like
 
you too. There is definitely a risk involved...But I'm sure
 
I would take the risk and find an excuse to talk to her so I
 
could get to know her a little better and find out the kind
 
of things she likes to do. I know everyone is not
 
interested in the same things, but I'm sure we could find
 
something we could both enjoy doing.
 
Question 7: Your sister is going out of town for the weekend
 
and she needs to leave her 3-year-old son with you. What
 
would you do in this situation?
 
C X: Three year old? Why couldn't you make the child
 
about 12? I'm ambitious and my weekends are really busy. 

always have something going on...And if I happen to be home
 
I usually spend that time staying in shape...Ya know doing
 
athletic things...things I couldn't do with a 3-year-

old...But if my sister really wanted me to watch her 3-year­
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old...I'd probably call my girlfriend to come over to help
 
keep him entertained.
 
.,.2: No problem...I love children and I'm sure we
 
could find plenty for us to do together. Ya know, I really
 
can't wait till I have kids of my own so I can take them
 
camping, and teach them how to play ball and play games with
 
them like hide-n-go-seek...In situations like this you have
 
to be self sufficient, and that I am. I know we would have
 
a great time.
 
Question 8: Your car breaks down and the gas station
 
mechanic says that it will cost $500.00 to fix it. What
 
would you do in this situation?
 
r X.: If anyone told me it would cost $500.00 to fix
 
my car I would have to take a stand and tell him to forget
 
it. I'm self reliant, and besides I'm good with cars and
 
have a whole garage full of tools so it would be no
 
problem...I'd just fix it myself. I'd even go the junkyard
 
for the parts and save more money.
 
,er 2". Well...don't get me wrong...I'm pretty self
 
sufficient and I do know my way around under the hood but if
 
it costs $500.00 to fix it then it has to be something
 
major....Sometimes I can be gullible...I guess the really
 
smart thing to do is to ask the mechanic what exactly is
 
wrong and then check around, to get several estimates. I
 
could also get another mechanics opinion.
 
Question 9: You have just heard that your girlfriend is
 
cheating on you. What would you do in this situation?
 
IX. X: Wei1...let's see...I'd try to be analytical and
 
not jump to any conclusions. So...The fist thing I would do
 
is talk it over with her and listen to what she had to say
 
about the situation. If it were true.... I have to admit
 
that I'd be upset and mad but I wouldn't cuss her out. I
 
would just try, to talk to her and work things out and if
 
things didn't work out I would just deal with it.
 
Speaker 2.: Oh... I'd have to take an aggressive stance...I'd
 
confront her with it because no one is going to make a fool
 
out of me. I'd demand to know who she was seeing and I'd
 
deal with that later Of course, I'd have to end the
 
relationship...And anyway I'm independent and don't have to
 
stand for that kind of stuff. Besides, there are plenty of
 
other girls out there.
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Question 10: A friend has just ended a long-term
 
relationship and you think he may be upset about it. What
 
would you do in this situation?
 
'x&'K. I: Well...I'm sympathetic to this kind of thing.
 
So I'd probably ask him over to my place and talk about
 
it....I'd talk to him about how he feels and how I felt when
 
it happened to me. Basically...I would let him know these
 
kinds of things happen and you have to be willing to take
 
risks. When he felt better and wanted to go out I could
 
arrange a double date.
 
Wei1...I tend to have a strong personality and
 
can be dominant. So...I'd call him up and tell him to get
 
ready...cause I'm coming over to take him to a football
 
game, or ...what would even be better is a night out on the
 
town...He'd have a great time...Beats sitting around moping
 
about it. At least...I'd be keeping him busy and keeping
 
his mind off of it...I could even look around to set him up
 
with someone new.
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